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The chemical engineer is frequently concerned with fairly viscous 
liquids whose flow pattern is usually laminaro The processing of 
emulsions• slurries• polymeric melts• polymer solutions• and dispersions 
is of continually increasing industrial importanceo Many of these 
liquids behave differently from an ideal Newtonian liquid such as watero 
These fluids are characterized by a nonlinear shear stress-shear rate 
relationship. Extrapolation of these relationships is risky, and ex-
tended experimentally determined curves are advisable for use in design 
work. 
A capillary viscometer was designed and calibrated for obtaining 
accurate flow curves for any time-independent fluid of interesto Data 
taking was limited to calibration fluids and solutions of sodium carboxyl= 
methycellulose (CMC). Design details, operating procedure 9 and results 
of experimental runs are presented in this thesis. 
Many individuals have given me assistance and advice during the 
course of this project. I am indebted to Dre Kenneth J. Bell, my ad= 
viser• for his helpful suggestions in relation to this study. Mr. Don 
Adams and Mr. Kohei Ishihara provided me with prepared samples of CMC 
run through their equipment and gave me much useful advice. Professor 
George G. Smith and Messrs. Preston Wilson and Gene E. Mccroskey gave 
much aid in the construction of the apparatus. I also wish to thank my 
wife, Mary, and my father who gave me much encouragemento 
I am indebted to the United States Air Force Institute of Tech-
nology for the opportunity to undertake graduate work including this 
thesis study. I am also indebted to the Monsanto Company which pro-
vided the funds for purchasing the necessary equipmento I further wish 
to thank the Phillips Petroleum Company. Research Division. Bartles-
ville, Oklahoma, for fu:r'llishing two secondary viscosity standards. KC 
10 and KC 20 Oils. I also wish to thank the Hercules Powder Company for 
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The measurement of viscosity is of considerable importance in both 
industrial production and fundamental science. Viscosity is the quan-
tity that determines the forces to be overcome when fluids are used in 
pipelines, heat exchangers, bearings, etc., and it controls the flow of 
liquid in such processes as spraying, extrusion, surface coating, in-
jection moulding, and other diverse applications. 
This study is concerned only with laminar flow of time-independent 
fluids, although it should be noted that turbulent flow can be obtained 
in the designed apparatus in some instances, 
The following goals were set for this project: 
1. Design and build a reliable capillary viscometer to obtain 
accurate apparent viscosities at temperatures and shear rates 
of interest. 
2. Calibrate the experimental apparatus using distilled water and 
standard viscosity oils. 
3. Using the calibrated apparatus, obtain flow and viscosity data 
for carboxylmethylcellulose (CMC) solutions of various con-
centrations and shear histories at several temperatures of 
interest. 
4. Compare shear stress-shear rate data from the capillary visco-




All four goals were achieved. 
CHAPTER II 
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS 
Newtonian Fluid Characteristics 
Newtonian laminar flow is defined by Newton's equation which 
states that viscosity.µ, is equal to the ratio of shear stress to 
shear rate and is constant for a Newtonian fluid at a partic~lar tern-
perature and pressure. 
µ = t/(dv/dr) • ( l) 
( constant) 
The shear stress, t, which acts throughout the liquid, is defined as the 
applied shearing force divided by the area over which it acts. Common 
units are either dynes/cm2 or lbf/ft2 • The shear rate, dv/dr, is de-
fined as the differential change in velocity of the fluid, v, to the 
differential change in the distance, r, measured perpendicular to the 
direction of shear. Since shear rate is a velocity divided by a length, 
it has the dimension of (time)- 1 • The common unit is the reciprocal 
second, denoted by sec- 1• 
For streamline flow in a cylindrical capillary (Figure 1) of radius 
Rand length L with a pressure difference 6P between the ends, the shear 
rate is -dv/dr, where vis the velocity of the liquid at a distance r 
from the axis of the capillary. The negative sign simply shows that 
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Figure 1~ Fo:t'ce Balance on a Column of Fluid Flowing Through a Capillary Tube " 
+ 
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line of the tube• as is usually the case. The shear stress is obtained 
by assuming no acceleration of the liquid and making a force balance on 
the cylindrical element of length Land radius r. The force acting in 
the direction of motion due to applied pressure is 1rr2ti.P. The force 
due to viscous resistance of the surrounding liquid is 2T1TrL. These 
forces must balance, therefore, 
T = ti.Pr/21 (2) 
and 
Tw: ti.PR/21, ( 3) 
For Newtonian behavior, substituting into Equation 1 
dv/dr = ti.Pr/2µ1 ( 4) 
Assuming that there is no slip of the fluid at the capillary wall, 
Equation 4 is integrated and the boundary condition that the velocity 
is zero at r = R is applied to give 
v = ti.P (R2 - r 2 }/4µL • (5) 
Thus, Newtonian fluids have a characteristic parabolic velocity distri-
bution across the capillary. 
The volume of liquid flowing in unit time between rand r + dr i s 
21rrvdr, and theref ore the overall volumetric flow rate Q through the 
capillary is given by 
R 
Q = f 21rrvdr. 
0 
Substituting Equation 5 into Equation 6 and integrating 
( 6 ) 
6 
Q = 'IT6PR4 /8µL ( 7) 
This is the familiar Poiseuille equation deduced in 1840 and is quite 
rigorous for Newtonian fluids. 
Non-Newtonian Fluid Characteristics 
Relatively few liquids behave according to Equations land 7. Ex-
amples are water, simple organic liquids, dilute solutions• and gases. 
Most other fluids are classified as "non-Newtonian" since Equation 1 
does not hold and the ratio of shear stress to shear rate is not an 
exact proportionality. Therefore, viscosity is not a unique quantity 
in this case, but one that varies in value with the rate of shear at 
which it is measured. The term apparent viscosity, µa• has been much 
used in connection with non-Newtonian fluids and will be used in this 
thesis. It is defined for any single measurement as the ratio of shear 
·stress to true shear rate. It is obvious that a single-point measure-
ment on a non-Newtonian fluid is completely inadequate for character-
izing its flow behavior. Many points are usually necessary to obtain 
completely reliable flow curves. 
Non-Newtonian fluids have been broken down into several types as 
shown in Figure 2 according to the relationship between shear stress 
and shear rate. If a straight line is obtained passing through the 
origin, the fluid is Newtonian and the slope of the line is the 
Newtonian viscosity. If a straight line is obtained, however, which 
does not pass through the origin but intersects the shear stress axis 
at a fixed point, the fluid is a Bingham plastic. The point at which 
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Figure 2. Shear Stress-Shear Rate Diagram 
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initial shear stress that must be exerted on the fluid to make it flow. 
This class of fluid can usually be characterized by the following 
equation: 
( 8) 
The term, ~p• is called the plastic viscosity and is the slope of the 
straight line for a Bingham plastic. 
A pseudoplastic fluid has a curve concave to the shear rate axis 
and hence apparent viscosity decreases with increasing shear rate. A 
dilatant f luid has a curve convex to the shear rate axis and apparent 
viscosity increases with increasing shear rate. Both of these type of 
fluids can often be represented by the following equation known as the 
power law, which was originally proposed by Ostwald: 
, = k (dv/dr)n (9) 
The constant n is called the power law index and shows the deviation 
of the fluid from Newtonian behavior . For n less than a value of lo0 1 
the fluid is pseudoplastic; and for n greater than a value of 1.0, the 
fluid is dilatant. The constant k is an index of the consistency of 
the fluid. The higher k, the more viscous the fluid. Thus, fluids can 
have the same value of n and still vary widely in consistency. 
To derive an expression for the velocity distribution of power law 
fluids in general, we start with 
From Equations 2 and 3, 
-dv/dr = f(T) • 
,/T = r/R w 
( 10) 
( 11) 
and from Equations 10 and ll• 
From Equation 6 
... dv/dr = f(t r/R) • w 
R 
Q = n f vd (r2 ) • 
0 
Integrating by parts and substituting Equation 12 
R 
Q = [nr2v]R + n f r 2f (twr/R) dr • 





The first term is zero since v =Oat r = R9 and the following equation 
can be obtained by substitution and rearrangement: 
tw 
Q/lrR3 = l/tw 3 f t 2f (t) dt 
0 
For a power law fluid• 
f(t) = (t/k)l/n • 
Substituting Equation 16 into Equation 15 
tw 
= l/kl/n t 3 f 
w 
0 
Integrating and substituting Equation 2 
2+1/n 
t dt • 
Q = nnR3/3n + l (MP/2Lk) 1/n • 






Equation 7• the Poiseuille equation. If the power law is substituted 
into Equation 2• rearranged• and then integrated 
R 
v = (6P/2Lk)l/n f rl/n dr 
r 
( 19) 
= (n/n + 1) (6P/2Lk)l/n (k( l/n)+l _ r( r/ri)+l) 
Substituting for the mean velocity, vm = Q/wR2 , in Equation 18 and 
combining with Equation 19 and rearranging gives 
v = vm ((3n + 1)/(n + 1)) (1 - (r/R)(n+l)/n) (20) 
This equation gives the velocity of the power law fluid as a function 
of the power law index n and the ratio of any chosen radius r to the 
radius of the tube R. Figure 3 shows typical velocity profiles plotted 
from Equation 20 for different values of n. For n = 1 1 the familiar 
parabolic profile of a Newtonian fluid is obtained. For n less than 
1.0, the fluid is pseudoplastic; and as n approaches zero, flow ap-
preaches plug flow or infinite pseudoplasticity. For n greater than 
1.0. the fluid is dilatant; and as n approaches infinity, the velocity 
profile assumes a conical shape. 
In actuality, the behavior of most fluids is not as sharply defined 
as just presented but is usually a combination of several of the stand-
ard types over a wide range of shear rates. Two complications should 
be mentioned which make even more types of non-Newtonian fluids possible. 
They are time-dependency and viscoelasticity. For time-dependent 
fluids, the apparent viscosity depends upon the length of time during 
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fluid. There are two general types of time-dependent fluidso Thixo-
tropic fluids show a decrease in apparent viscosity with time of shear, 
while rheopectic fluids show an increase in apparent viscosity with 
time of shear. Viscoelastic fluids exhibit elastic properties as well 
as viscous properties. The energy applied to such a fluid is partially 
stored as potential energy in addition to being dissipated as heat by 
the viscous forces. These complications are not treated in this study• 
but ways of handling them are available in the literature (20). 
CHAPTER III 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
General Fluid Characterization 
Rabinowitsch (18) in 1929 developed an expression for shear rate 
at a tube wall of a time-independent fluid in laminar flow which is 
entirely independent of the fluid properties. A complete development 
of this equation was also made by Mooney (16) in 1931. The equation 
is 
(-dv/dr)w = 3 (8Q/~D3) + D6P/4L d (8Q/~D3) 
d (D6P/4L) 0 
( 21) 
In 1955 Metzner and Reed (14) rearranged this original equation into a 
more useful fol:'!!I by the following procedure: The mean velocity vm is 
substituted for 4Q/~D2 in Equation 21 and rearrangement gives 
By defining 
d in ( Bvm/D) 
= 3/4 ( Bvm/D) + l/4 ( Bvm/D) d in ( ifafSJ 4t) 
n' d tn (D6P/4L) 
=din Csvm/D) • 




This is a general correlation as has been shown by Metzner (13) and is 
13 
14 
applicable to all time-independent fluids and not merely power law 
fluids o The derivation assumes that there is no slip at the tube wall 
and that viscoelastic effects are negligibleo The assumption of no 
slip at the wall is not always valid for non-Newtonian fluids, and rate 
of shear may not be a unique function of the shear stress since the 
wall tends to introduce a preferred orientationo Oldroyd (17) has 
presented an approach to determine the effective slip at the wall; how~ 
ever, the no-slip condition is assumed for the work contained in this 
studyo 
In Equation 24 the derivative n' represents the slope of a loga-
rithmic plot of D6P/4L versus 32Q/nD3 (or Svm/D)o These plots are not 
true shear rate~shear stress diagrams and are called flow curveso It 
is much easier from a calculational viewpoint to work with n' than the 
derivative in Equation 21. The quantity n' is known as the "flow 
behavior indexo" 
Integrating Equation 23 over any range of shear stresses for which 
n' may be considered constant• the following equation is obtained& 
MP = k, ( 32QhrD3 )n v 
4L 
(25) 
where k 0 is also a constanto Equation 25 represents the tangent to the 
logarithmic plot of D6P/4L versus 32Q/nD3 at a particular value of 
D6P/4La In Equation 25t the quantity k' represents the value of D6P/4L 
at a 32Q/nD3 value of unity on the ploto Actually• kv and n° are not 
true constants over the entire range of 32Q/nD 3 for all fluids 9 and 
they are not assumed constant in the derivationo However, they are 
nearly constant in many instances 9 especially if the range of 32Q/nD3 or 
D6P/4L taken is small. In the general case 9 different values of k 0 and 
15 
n ~ would have to be used for every value of 32Q/'rrD3 i and Equation 25 
would represent the tangent to the curve at a single pointo 
It can be noted that Equations 25 and 9~ the power law equation~ 
are very similar in appearanceo If logarithms are taken of Equation 7 
assuming n and k to be constant over at least a differential range of 
shear rates and stresses. 
Jl,n T = Jl,n k + n Jl,n (-dv/dr) (26) 
Differentiating Equation 26• the definition of nj the power law index 
is obtained 
d (fo ,) 
n = --~----...,.;.~~-
d (Jl,n ( .. dv/dr)) (27) 
Comparison of Equations 27 and 23 shows the difference between n and 
n°: n is the slope of a logarithmic plot of shear stress t versus the 
corresponding shear rate (-dv/dr), and n° is the slope of a logarithmic 
plot of shear stress at the wall of a round tube 'w versus 32Q/nD 3 o In 
general 11 except for a Newtonian fluid 9 the shear l"ate at the wall at 
any given value of the wall shear stress is not equal to 32Q/rrD 3 as 
shown by Equation 240 
The relation between n and nw at any particular shear stress may 
be derived by taking logarithms of Equation 24 9 differentiating 9 and 
dividing by d (tn 'w)o 
d (Jl,n (=dv/dr)w) 
d ( in T ~ 
w 
( 28) 
Noting that the first two terms of Equation 28 also appear in Equations 





n = ---------------------------1 l/3n' + l (dn'/d in T) ( 30) 
The derivative in Equation 30 represents the slope of a plot of n' 
versus in T. If n' does not vary with shear stress, that is if the 
initial Q.n Tw versus Q.n 32Q/nD3 plot is essentially a straight line, the 
second term of the denominator is zero and n equals n'. In the general 
case, this will not occur and n and n' will be different. Although n 
may always be determined from n' , n I cannot be deter'mined from n except 
in the special case of n' = n = constant. Thus, capillary viscometer 
data used to determine n' also are used to calculate the true shear 
stress-shear rate curves for a given fluid. However, if the data are 
obtained on a rotational viscometer, it is not generally possible to 
calculate the pressure drop-flow rate relationships directly and com~ 
pletely rigorously except by multiple integrations. Therefore 9 capil-
lary viscometers have an inherent advantage over rotational viscometers 
if the data are to be used for pipeline design. 
A relation may also be derived between k and k'. By rearranging 
Equation 18 9 the following equation is obtained: 
MP /4L 
Comparing Equation 31 to Equation 25, 




When n = l, k = k', and the fluid is Newtonian. Usually k and k' are 
17 
different, howevero 
Metzner and Reed next obtained a generalized Reynolds number by 
first substituting the relationship for DAP/4L in Equation 25 into the 
following definition of the Fanning friction factor: 
This gives 
where y is defined by 
f = (DAP/4L)/(pV2 /2gc) 
f = -~-1~6-y~-
nn' y2-n' p 
k , 8n'-1 Y = gc 
• 
By letting f = 16/Re as for Newtonian fluids in laminar flow, the 
Metzner~Reed generalized Reynolds number is 
n' 
D 
2-n' V p 
Re=------------y 
This development is completely rigorous and may be used to check the 





16/Re line is not obtained in the laminar-flow region, either the data 
or calculations are in error or the fluid exhibits thixotropic or rheo-
pectic behavioro 
Weltmann (21) has proposed a slightly different correl~tion ap= 
proach by defining a Reynolds number dependent on the type of fluido 




Re 1 = DVp/µ a ( 38) 
For a Bingham plastic• µp would be substituted forµ. 
For the case where n' = n, Equation 36 reduces to 
0n v2-n P 
Re=----------...._._........,.._. ....... 
n 1 3n + l. )n 
gc8 - k ( 4n 
(39) 
Upon substituting Equations 9 and 37 into Equation 39 and rearranging 
Re = Re' ( 4n ) 
3n + l 
Thus Weltmann's Reynolds number is identical to that of Metzner-Reed 
( 40) 
except for a multiplying factor if the fluid ~as a fixed and constant 
value of the power law index n. 
In this thesis bothy, known as a generalized viscosity coefficient, 
and µa are determined for all fluids run. However, for CMC solutions, 
the condition n' = n = constant does not hold. The quantities n' and n 
are usually close in value but neither is constant and both change sig-
nificantly over different ranges of 32Q/~D 3 and shear rate, respectively. 
Thus, y should be used in preference to µa in this case since it is more 
rigorous for a general fluid. 
Sources of Error and Their Correction 
In the preceding section several equations for interpreting data 
were discussed. HowEjwer, in using these equations• it is necessary to 
first correct for errors of measurement. 
19 
When a fluid stream discharges with high speed from the capillary 
of the viscometer directly into air, the stream carries an appreciable 
amount of kinetic energyo This kinetic energy may represent a signifi ... 
cant part of the total applied pressure, and the observed pressure 
should be corrected before the shear stress Tis calculated. This cor-
rection can be represented by the following equation known as the 
Hagenbach correction ( 11): 
( 41) 
where 6P 1 is corrected pressure, tiP is observed pressure, and m is the 
kinetic energy correction factor. Values of m found experimentally 
range from zero to 1.ss. This variation in correction factor should 
not be considered poor since in most instances m depends greatly on the 
individual system and its design and operation. Also the magnitude of 
the correction is usually much smaller than the discrepancies among 
replicate observations and is only important for very high fluid 
velocities. 
In all capillary viscometers, a liquid in a wide reservoir enters 
the capillary tube in a converging stream and comes out either into 
open air or another wide reservoir in a divergent stream. Differences 
in velocity between adjacent lines of flow in these streams require 
using energy to overcome viscous forces. The internal frictional losses 
due to both sudden contraction and expansion are functions of the ratio 
of area of the reservoir to capillary cross-sectional area~ the kinetic 
energy of the fluid, the nature of the test fluid• and the shapes of 
capillary ends. Trumpet-shaped or rounded entrances and exits give less 
frictional loss than square ends. Couette (5) was the first to suggest 
20 
a correction for end effects, and it usually takes the form 
L' = L + ~L = L + NR ( '+2) 
where L' is an equivalent length, Lis the measured length, and N is the 
Couette coefficienta The value of N is often quite small and by using 
relatively large values of L/R in the capillary tubes this correction 
becomes insignificant. Most authors agree that a ratio of L/R ~ 200 is 
sufficient. In this study, L/R ratios ranged from approximately 300 to 
2,0000 
An isothermal condition is usually assumed in the derivation of 
the equations describing fluid flow since the temperature coefficient 
of viscosity of liquids may be large. An accurately controlled thermo-
stat is an essential part of any well-designed capillary viscometer, 
and the temperature at which the viscosity is measured must always be 
clearly stated. The problems associated, with obtaining an isothermal 
condition are not always recognized by some investigators, thus making 
their results questionable. Substantial radial and axial temperature 
gradients can be present if the thermostat is not properly designed. 
Another heat effect is the rise of temperature resulting from 
dissipation of mechanical energy along the length of the capillary tube. 
The part of the . pressure which has to overcome the fol"ce of fl"iction 
is dissipated as heat according to .the equation given by Ram and Tamir 
( 19) 
M = µ (-dv/dr) 2 (43) a 
where M has units of energy per unit time per unit volume. Ol;:>v,tously 
M increases as shear rate increases, and this may affect the flow 
21 
readings at extreme values of shear rateo The maximum temperature rise 
can be estimated from the following equations: 
p cp (dT/dt) = µa {-dv/dr) 2 { 44) 
. ( 45) 
where Vis the volume of the capillary. A mean value of shear rate 
·such as (-dv/dr)w/2 can be used for estimationo Substituting this mean 
shear rate into Equation 45 and rearranging 
t:i.Tmax ( 46) 
A good check for the significance of the dissipation value is provided 
by a Newtonian straight line for the calibration oil in the high shear 
rate rangeo 
In capillary viscometers involving externally applied pressure, 
the effective pressure drop across the capillary is the sum of the 
externally applied pressure and that due to the head of liquid in the 
viscometer reservoir and the capillary tube; the head term of course 
decreases during the data-taking, and correction must be made for this 
decreasea An arithmetic mean head correction is used in this study, 
although some authors recommend using a logarithmic head correctiona 
Errors can be introduced by using the nominal diameters of the 
capillary tubes obtained from the manufacturer, since even fine=bore 
tubing has significant variance over a reasonable length. The safest 
method is to obtain the effective hydraulic diameters from calibration 
runs with Newtonian fluids of known viscosity using the Poiseuille 
22 
equationd 
Absolute cleanliness of capillary viscometers is essential for 
accurate and reproducible resultso This is probably one of the worst 
disadvantages to capillary viscometers. Cleaning procedure depends on 
the fluid being testedo When the fluids are standard hydrocarbon oils, 
treatment with a fairly volatile solvent is recommended followed by 
purging with dry air or nitrogeno When the fluids are polymers dis-
solved in water such as CMC solutions, treatment with large amounts of 
hot water followed by an acetone rinse and dry air or nitrogen purge is 
sufficient. Care should be taken to clean the capillary tubes as soon 
as possible after using them. CMC solutions tend to form a hard film 
upon evaporation which would affect the effective diameter of the capil-
lary tube and give erroneous results. 
Calibration 
The Hagen and Poiseuille relationships offer a relatively simple 
approach to calibration and are adequate for the high L/R ratios being 
usedo Employing a Newtonian fluid of known viscosity, one can calibrate 
the effective hydraulic diameter and a combined coefficient to account 
for kinetic energy and end effects. The total applied pressure is 
composed of the gas pressure plus head pressure, and the resisting 
forces are the pressure drop due to flow in the test section (AP1) aad 
the pressure drop due to kinetic energy and entrance and exit effects 
( AP2 ). Thus 
AP 1 +AP.= P + P 2 gas · head ( 47) 




From Hagen's equation (10) 
or 
(49) 
where 6P' is head-corrected pressure drop. Thus by measuring a set of 
values for 6P' and Q for a Newtonian fluid of known viscosity and plot~ 
ting these values as 6P'/Q versus Q, a straight line of intercept K1 
and slope K2 should resultQ Substituting the value of K1 in Equation 
48 1 the effective hydraulic radius is determined• and K2 becomes the 




Very few commercial instruments are available which possess all 
of the required characteristics for a capillary viscometer at a reason .. 
ably modest cost. Since the construction of capillary tube viscometers 
is relatively simple• it is common to build these instruments in a labo-
ratory workshop as done in this study. A complete capillary viscometer 
consists of five essential parts: (1) a fluid reservoir 9 (2) inter• 
changeable capillary tubes of known dimensions, (3) a unit for control-
ling and measuring the applied pressure, (4) a unit for determining 
flow rate, and (5) a unit for controlling temperature. A picture and 
schematic diagram of the complete system are shown as Figures 4 and 59 
respectively. 
Test Fluid Reservoir 
The fluid reservoir was designed to accommodate a 1 0000 psig maxi= 
mum working pressure with no pressure leakage. A detailed drawing is 
shown as Figure 6. Type 304 stainless steel extra heavy Schedule 80 
seamless pipe was used for the wall of the reservoir. The inside sur= 
face of this pipe was honed to a smooth finish to minimize holdup of 
the test fluid. The pipe is approximately 14 1/2 inches long and 3.82 
inches internal diameter. Its maximum capacity is about 2j700 cc. A 
groove was machined at each end of the pipe to accommodate a 4=inch 
24 
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411 Stainless Steel Pipe 
Welded Flange for 
Securing Fluid 
Reservoir to Stand 
l~ - fn 
~~ ·\ ..... -- Thermocouple 
"r · Capillary Silver Soldered to 
1/1+11 Straight Thread Fitting 
Stainless Steel Capillary Tubing 
Figure 6. Schematic Drawing of Fluid Reservoir 
27 
rubber "O" ... ring 9 and approximately one inch of straight threads were 
cut below the "O"-ring groove on the outside surface of the pipeo 
28 
Type 304 stainless steel forgings were machined·for the top and 
bottom caps of the reservoir with mating internal threads cut on each 
to enable closureo The actual pressure seal is made by the 11011 .. ring• 
and the threads do not have to be tightened more than hand-tight to give 
proper orientation of cap to 11 011-ring o Three fitting holes were tapped 
in each capo On the top cap. one l/4-inch NPT hole in the .. center is 
used to bring the pressurized dry nitrogen from the pressure control 
panelo The other two l/4-inch NPT holes on the top cap are threaded 
from both the inside and outside faces so that internal temperature 
coils can be plumbed into and out of the reservoir. Two handles were 
placed at 180 degrees apart to enable easy opening and closing. On the 
bottom cap• two l/4-inch NPT holes were tapped~ one for placement of a 
sheathed thermocouple near the capillary tube entrance, the other for 
bottom pressure loading of test fluid. With some very viscous fluids, 
bottom loading is recommended to minimize the chance of entrapping gas 
pockets in the fluid. The other ways for loading samples are either 
through the top center pressure fitting or by unscrewing the top cap 
and pouring the fluid down the side of the reservoir. The center hole 
on the bottom cap was counterbored and tapped with l/4-inch straight 
thread to accommodate a special Swagelok fitting used on each capillary 
tube. The reason for counterboring was in order to have the top of 
each capillary fitting exactly flush with the inside face of the bottom 
capo The reservoir was hydrostatically pressure tested to 1 9 500 psi 
after machining was completed to ensure safety and also to check for 




Nominal tube inside diameters of 1/32 1 1/16 1 l/8, and 5/32 inches 
and lengths in each diameter of lB, 24 1 and 30 inches were chosen for 
flexibility in attaining shear rates and also so that the calibration 
could be compared among a number of tubesa Also by using different di-
ameters and lengthsi thixotropic and rheopectic fluids can be qualita-
tively identifiedo This method has been shown experimentally by 
Ambrose and Loomis (l) and is illustrated by the curves of Figure 7. 
For quantitatively characterizing these fluids, this method is unsatis-
factory, and a rotational viscometer, where unifol"Tll rates of shear are 
possible, is recommendeda Each capillary tube was inserted into a 
separate Swagelok special tube fitting and silver soldered in place. 
Each tube was then rounded into a trumpet shape at the entrance. A 
1/2-inch diameter 11011-ring is a part of each fitting and fits snugly 
against the counterbored hole when the tube is in its proper positiono 
A special split~socket wrench was made to fit around the tube and screw 
the fitting into the counterboreo A drawing of a typical tube.,is shown 
as Figure a. The length of each tube was measured with a cathetometer 
and are listed in Table I along with calibrated diameters and correction 
coefficients. The minimum L/R ratio is approximately 3060 
Pressure Control and Measurement 
A diagram of the pressure control panel is Figure 9o Pressure is 
supplied by a standard cylinder of compressed dry nitrogen gas attached 









Figure 7. Tube Flow of a Thixot·ropic Fluid · 
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CAPILLARY TUBE CONSTANTS 
CALIBRATED 
NOMINAL MEASURED HYDRAULIC 
DIAMETER LENGTH DIAMETER 
(in.) (ft.) (in.) 
0 00313 1.510 0.02998 
0 .0313 1.997 0.02994 
0.0313 2.503 0.02995 
0.0625 1.501 0.06096 
0.0625 2.001 Oe06276 
0.625 2.493 0.0622s 
o.12so 1.505 0.,11820 
0.1250 1.993 0.11796 
0.1250 2.505 0.11783 
0.1560 1.998 o.1483 
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cylinder pressure of 2,200 psig to l i,000 psig or less o Three 8 1/2-
inch diameter dial gauges and a 36-inch mercury manometer are used for 
pressure readout ln suitable rangeso The 0-1,000 psi gauge is a Kahn 
and Company Helicoid test gauge with 5 psi subdivisions. The two lower-
range gauges are Marsh test gauges with "read-easy" mirror dials and 
accurate to within± 1/4- of l percent of the maximum dial readingo The 
0-200 psi gauge has l psi. subdivisions~ and the 0-60 psi gauge has 0.2 
psi subdivisions. All three pressure gauges were calibrated with a 
Budenberg dead-weight testero These gauges should be recalibrated 
periodically to maintain the accuracy of the systemo The high pressure 
line of the control panel ls 304- stainless steel tubing and is plumbed 
directly from the nitrogen cylinder regulator to the 1,000 psi gauge. 
For low pressure work 9 a 0-4-00 psi Matheson regulator is used to direct 
flow to the low pressure gauges and manometer. Care should always be 
taken to check that all other gauges are closed off from pressure except 
the particular one being used so that gauge movements will not be dam-
aged by overpressure. Any pressure may be set on the panel by proper 
manipulation of the regulator and the bleed valve. Once the approximate 
pressure selected is set~ the ball valve connecting the panel to the 
viscometer reservoir is opened and flow commences 0 Once flow is com-
pleted for a particular run and pressure is cut off from the viscometer, 
back pressure in the reservoir can be quickly released by the exhaust 
ball valve. This prevents using excessive amounts of test fluid. 
Volumetric Flow Measurement 
Once steady=state flow is obtained and steady pressure is reached 
on the gauge 9 the time between two levels on a conveniently=sized 
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graduated cylinder is determined by stopwatch measurement. An alternate 
system has been built but not used in this studyo It consists of a 
leak-tight gas displacement system attached to a closed receiving vessel 
such as a 2 0500 cc filter flask with a side-arm modified to fit a 
Swagelok compression fittingo As test fluid flows into the flask, gas 
is displaced and it displaces liquid from a reservoir to a suitable size 
burette depending on flow rate. Gas compression or expansion is elirni-
nated by maintaining both receivers at atmospheric pressure, as noted 
by a 15-inch manometer 9 through a leveling device consisting of screw= 
jackso This alternate system would be especially suited to working with 
high flow rates where gas entrainment is a problemo It is also recom-
mended in the case of a volatile or hazardous test fluid. 
Temperature Control 
The viscometer reservoir is temperature~controlled externally by a 
mild steel insulated jacket welded to it and internally by a l/4-inch 
copper tubing coil as shown in Figure 60 Fluid is continually circu-
lated through the jacket and coils by a Blue M Electric constant tern-
pera.ture bath. The bath is equipped with a refrigeration unit as well 
as heating coils. Its temperature range is from =25 to 100 degrees 
Centigrade 0 and it has a hand=dial assembly for selecting and cali= 
brating at a particular temperatureo 
A sheathed copper=constantan thermocouple is attached to the bottom 
cap of the viscometer reservoir with the tip close to the entrance of 
the capillary tubeo The thermocouple is connected to a portable Leeds 
and Northrup potentiometero Thermocouple calibration tables accompany= 
ing the potentiometer were used to calibrate the thermocouplea 
Each capillary tube is insulated by asbestos cloth wrapped its 
entire length and covered by plastic tape; however~ the tubes are not 




The constant temperature bath is usually turned on at least two 
hours in advance of the time runs are to be made if the temperature 
selected for the runs is not close to ambient temperature. This allows 
sufficient time for the viscometer reservoir to reach a steady tem-
peratureo The bath should be set about 2°F above selected temperature 
for above-ambient temperatures and about 2°F below selected temperature 
for below-ambient temperatureso This is necessary due to heat losses 
in the circulation lines to the viscometer from the batho 
The sample to be run is preheated or precooled in the constant 
temperature bath at the same time the reservoir is attaining steady 
temperatureo Depending on the consistency of the sample and the diame-
ter of the capillary tube to be used 9 a small piece of flexible rubber 
tubing with a pinch clamp connected is placed over the open end of the 
tube to prevent drainage of sample under its own head before runs are 
to be madeo 
The preheated sample is quickly poured into the viscometer reser= 
voir either by unscrewing the top cap or through the pressure tap in 
the top capo The initial volume of the sample should be determined 
beforehand either directly or from reservoir calibrationo The visco-
meter reservoir is calibrated so that the distance from the sample 
level to the top of the reservoir is measured 9 and the corresponding 
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volume is read from a graph. For a completely unknown sample, it is 
wise to fill the entire volume of the reservoir so that many different 
pressures can be used and thus a wide range of shear rates can be ob-
tainedo Once the sample is in the reservoir and the initial volume is 
known; the top screw cap is secured and the pressure line from the con-
trol panel is tightened on the center fitting in the top capo 
The pressure to the control panel is turned on by the valve on the 
compressed gas cylinder (dry nitrogen) and turning the high pressure 
regulator handle clockwise until the desired pressure(< 1.000 psi) 
registers on the small left-hand dial gaugeo Care should be taken to 
insure that initially the low and high pressure safety valves are 
closed and also that the gauge and manometer safety valves are also 
closedo The regulator and 1 0000 psi gauge safety valves are then opened 
and pressure is registered on the 1.,000 psi gaugeo The high pressure 
safety valve is opened at this timeo Again, it should be noted that 
the safety bleed., low pressure safety, and control valves are closed. 
If a complete range of shear rates is needed 9 it is best to start 
with the highest working pressures while the viscometer reservoir is 
relatively full and work down to lower pressures as the volume de~ 
creaseso This not only is a safety feature if the sample tends to core 9 
but it also conserves the amount of nitrogen gas usedo A pressure is 
selected on the 1 0 000 psi gauge between 200 and 1~000 psi by manipu-
lation of the high pressure regulator and the high pressure bleed valveo 
Once pressure is sett a proper size graduated cylinder is selected and 
placed under the capillary tube, and the flexible rubber tubing and 
pinch clamp are removed from the tubeo Temperature of the sample near 
the tube entrance is recorded from the potentiometer reading for the 
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copper~constantan thermocouple. 
The system is now ready for pressure to be admitted to the visco* 
meter reservoiro This is done by opening the control valve to the 
reservoiri which is a quarter-tum ball valve. There will be a momen-
tary transient period while pressure and flow build up to steady-state 
conditions. When pressure is steady 9 time measurement is started on a 
precision stopwatch at some convenient volume graduation on the gradu-
ated cylinder. After a reasonable volume of sample has flowed 9 a second 
convenient volume graduation is chosen and time measurement is stopped. 
Immediately 9 the control valve to the re~ervoir should be closed and 
the back pressure exhaust valve opened. This reduces flow to a minimum 
and conserves sample. The steady-state reading of pressure, cylinder 
graduations 9 and time of flow are recordedo A running account of the 
volume in the reservoir :i.s obtained by recording the total volume of 
sample used for each run and subtracting this from the initial volume 
or the volume remaining from the previous runo 
To get another point on the flow curve 9 the pressure is reset on 
the 1 9000 psi gauge by manipulation of high pressure regulator and 
bleed valve, and the entire procedure is repeated with the appropriate 
graduated cylinder selected for the flow to be encountered. This can 
be judged from a little experience with the systemo It is possible to 
set too high a pressure and the cylinder will be practically filled 
before steady=state is achieved. If this happens 9 quickly close the 
control valve and open the back pressure exhaust valve; then select a 
lower operating pressureo 
When the high pressure runs are finished 9 the high pressure safety 
valve is closed, and gas in the high pressure line between the safety 
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valve and control valve is released by the safety bleed valveo Pressure 
is set on the 1 9000 psi gauge in the range of 300-400 psi\) and the low 
pressure safety valves are opened. Care should be taken to insure that 
the low pressure regulator is not open initially to prevent possible 
damage to gauges. The 200 psi gauge safety valve is opened and the low 
pressure regulator is turned clockwise until pressure registers on the 
gaugeo Pressure is set by manipulation of low pressure regulator and 
safety bleed valveo The control valve to the reservoir is opened and 
flow measurement is made as mentioned previously. The procedure is re"' 
peated for the 60 psi gauge and the 36-inch mercury manometer to obtain 
lower pressure measul:'ementso 
If it is desired to use different capillary tubes during the flow 
runst they can be changed in several ways. One way is to unscrew the 
tube and quickly plug the hole until a new capillary is put in placeo 
This is an awkward and sometimes messy procedureo Another way is to 
partially remove the tube and remove the top cap of the reservoir. A 
fabricated T=rod with an identical threaded fitting as is on the tubes 
is screwed into the bottom cap from above O Tubes are then interchanged 0 
the T ... rod removed~ the tube tightenedg and the top cap replacedo If a 
more convenient method is wanted~ a ball valve should be placed between 
the bottom cap and the capillary tubeo The system must then be re= 
calibrated due to the valveo 
Once the flow runs are completed, the reservoir and capillary 
tubes are cleaned thoroughly unless material of the same type is to be 
run in the near futureo 
CHAPTER VI 
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Calibration Results 
Initial calibration runs were made with Phillips Petroleum KC lO 
oil. This oil has the known viscosity versus temperature curve shown 
i.n Figure lOo Since kinematic viscosities are given, it was necessary 
to determine the density of the oil as a function of tempe~ature as 
shown in Figure llD Capillary tubes used in this study are designated 
by number as shown in Table I. This table also gives measured length, 
nominal diameter 9 nominal length to diameter ratioi and calibrated 
constants for each tubeo 
The smaller diameter tubes were run with KC 10 oil at l00°F and 
the flow results are shown in Figures 12 and 13. The resultant negative 
slopes indicate slight deviation from Newtonian behavior. Thus 9 the 
oil cannot be used to calibrate the tubes by this method. Experimental 
and calculated data used in making plots for all runs are listed in 
Appendix Bo The computer program list used in making calculations for 
both calibration and CMC runs is given in Appendix Co 
Distilled water at ambient temperature (72o2°F) running under its 
own head gave much better results than the KC 10 oil as shown by the 
typical curves in Figure 14. Using the data for distilled water from 
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calculated, Tubes 7 through 11 could not be calibrated in this manner 
since water flow becomes turbulent even under its own head pressure in 
these tubes. Since flow rate ranges overlap considerably among the 
tubes• the larger tube diameters and coefficients were determined from 
KC lO oil data using the calibrated tube data as a basis. As a check 
I 
on 'the constants• data for tubes were plotted as shear stress versus 
shear rate for both distilled water and KC 10 oil. All data for a ~ar-
ticular fluid should fall on one curve if the fluid is not time depend• 
ent. As shown by Figures 15 and 16• the data are consistent. NBS oil 
M was also run and gave. agreement with known viscosity as shown in 
Figure 17. 
CMC Solution Results 
Hercules Type 7H Sodium Carboxylmethylcellulose (CMC) solutions of 
approximately 1 and 1 l/2 percent by weight CMC in tap water were pre-
pared by Mr. Don Adams and Mr. Kohei Ishihara. Most of these samples 
had been subjected to relatively high temperatures (140-l60°F) and con-
tinuous shearing forces from pumping in a pipe loop. lhis pumping was 
in connection with research on heat transfer in a tube banko Thus 1 it 
was possible to obtain samples at various times during this pumping 
procedure and examine how the material was changing by use of the cali-
brated capillary viscometero 
An initial sample of l percent CMC at 75°F was run. A character~ 
istic flow diagram is shown for this material as Figure l8o As seen 
in the figure, the material closely approximates a power law fluid over 
short ranges of 32Q/~D3 t but the plot is curved and not a straight line 
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polynomial using regression analysis of the data. From the fitted equa-
tion, n' can be evaluated at each data point by differentiation and sub-
stitution. Using these values of n' and 32Q/nD3, Equation 24 can be 
used to calculate the true shear rate at the wall of the capillary tube, 
(-dv/dr)w• Apparent viscosity, µa• can be calculated from the ratio of 
shear stJ;'tlss to true shear rate. Figure 19 is a plot of true shear rate 
versus apparent viscosity for the 1 percent CMC solution at 75°F from 
runs in tubes 3 and 6. This material was then stored in a sealed con-
tainer for one month and was run again. There was no discrenible differ-
ence in the sample. Pipe loop and capillary tube data of Dodge (8, 9) 
and capillary tube data of Craig (6) working with CMC solutions in the 
range of o.3-3.0 percent show good agreement with the characteristic 
shape of the CMC curve of this work. 
Samples of 1 1/2 percent CMC, designated by numbers 12, 19, 23, 
and 24, were run at various temperatures to check degradation of the 
original formulation and also determine the viscosity-temperature depend-
ence of the material. Sample 12 represents a relatively new batch of 
prepared material in terms of its shear history. Sample 19 is the same 
batch as sample 12 after being subjected to many hours of pumping through 
the pipe loop. Samples 23 and 24 are batches that were reconstituted to 
approximately original consistency by adding more CMC to the solut~on . 
Figure 20 is a comparison of the flow curves for samples 12 and 19 at 
l00°F and shows that sample 19 is significantly thinner than sample 12 . 
Samples 19 and 23 were each .run at four different temperatures, 
and results are shown in Figures 21 and 22, respectively. These curves 
show that although the visc·osity changes considerably with temperature, 
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32Q/wD3. Figure 23 shows typical curves obtained for sample 23 of appar-
ent viscosity versus true shear rate for different temperatures. and 
Figure 24 shows apparent viscosity versus temperature for several se~ 
lected shear rates. The curves in Fig1,1re 24 are not straight over the 
entire range of temperature tested, although a straight line is adequate 
over narrow ranges of temperature. Sample 24, for example, was tested 
over the range of 7l-B7°F and gave approximately straight lines for 
apparent viscosity versus temperature as shown by Figure 25. 
A Comparison With Fann Viscometer Data 
In order to show the validity of the capillary tupe data, data for 
al 1/2 percent CMC solution at 86°F were compared with similar ~hear 
stress-shear rate data using a Fann VG model 35 rotational viscometer. 
The data from the Fann viscometer were taken by K. Ishihara (12) and are 
presented in Table II. These data were tabulated by means of the usual 
relationships for calculation of the shear rates for this instrument as 
outlined in Reference 22. This procedure assumes a power low flui4 . As 
Figures 26 and 27 and Table III show, the agreement between the two 
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Figure 23. Apparent Viscosity of Sample 23 at Different Temper~tul"es 
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FANN VISCOMETER DATA (12) 
ISHIHARA SAMPLE l (1 0 5% CMC IN TAP WATER) AT 86°F 
SHEAR SHEAR 
SPEED STRESS T RATE 
(RPM) DEFLECTION ( dynes I cm2 ) ( sec"" 1) . K -
300 222.s l018 534 25.617 
200 177 .o 810 356 25.848 
100 117.0 535 178 25.654 
ISHIHARA SAMPLE 8 ( 1 0 5% CMC IN TAP WATER) AT 86°F 
SHEAR SHEAR 
SPEED STRESS -r RATE 
(RPM) DEFLECTION ( dynes I cm2 ) (sec"' 1 ) K -
300 231.0 1057 535 28.083 
200 183.0 838 357 28.118 
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Figure 26. Comparison of Rotational and Tube Viscometer Data for Ishihara Sample 
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Figure 27. Comparison of Rotational and Tube Viscometer Data for Ishihara 
Sample No. 8 (1.5% CMC in Water) at 86°F 
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COMPARISON OF ROTATIOMAL A.liD TUBE VISCOMETER DATA 
TUBE 
SHEAR SHEAR STRESS FANN TUBE 
STRESS % DIFF. FROM µa µa 
(lbf/ft2 ) TUBE DATA ( centipc,ise) · ( centipoise) 
. . . 
l.l30 -0.00 301 304 
1.650 +2.73 228 222 
2.02 · +5.44 · 191 181 
TUBE 
SHEAR SHEAR STRESS FANN TUBE 
STRESS % DIFF •. FROM Pa .µa 
{ lbf/ft2 ) TUBE DATA ( centipoise) · ( centipoise) 
1.140 +l.49 310 307 
l.670 +4~49 234 224 


















CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
This capillary viscometer gave consistent calibration results for 
tubes of different length and different diameter using several differ-
ent Newtonian calibrati,on fluids. It is possible to obtain reproducible 
flow data for a non-Newtonian fluid from the instrument. 
The viscometer is quite flexible in application and s~.mple in 
operation. It is possible to obtain data over ,a five-decaq,e range of 
shear rate from 10 sec-1 to greater than 100,000 sec- 1 • 
Good agreement between Fann rotational viscometer data and capil-
lary tube data was obtained from l 1/2 percent CMC solution in the 
range of 300-1 1000 sec- 1 shear rate. 
Recommendations 
It is recommended that a quick-disconnect high-pressure hose be 
connected from the control panel to viscometer reservoir for greater 
operating convenience in removal of the top cap from the reservoir for 
thorough cleaning. A larger hole should be tapped in the top cap to 
provide easier loading of material without the necessity of unscrewing 
the cap. Temperature control of the capillary tubes should be incor-
porated in some manner to cut down the possibility of temperature 
65 
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gradients down the length of the tube. Finally, it is recommended that 
the possibility of using the alterna~e system for volumetric flow meas-
urement be seriously considered for high flow rates• foaming fluids, or 
hazardous fluids. A more refined method of leveling should be used, 
such as a continuous length of vertical screw connected to a reversible 
drive motor with speed control. 
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A P P E N D I X A 
N O M E N C L A T U R E 
69 
CP - Specific heat 
D - Tube diameter 
NOMENCLATURE 
f .. Fanning friction factor or "function of" 
g0 - Conversion factor. 32.2 (lbm-.ft.)/lb.rsec. 2 ) 
k - Consistency index for power law equation 
k' .. Consistency index for generalized equation 
K1 - Defined by Equation 48 
K2 - Tube correction constant 
L - Tube length 
L' .. Equivalent tube length 
6L - Change in length 
M - Ener~ dissipated into heat by fluid flow 
m - Empirical kinetic energy correction factor 
N ~ Empirical end effects correction coefficient 
n .. Flow behavior index for the power law equatic;in 
n' - Flow behavior index for generalized equation 
P - Gauge pressure 
6P - Pressure drop 
6P' - Corrected pressure drop 
Q - Volumetric flow rate 
R - Tube radius 
r - Radial distance 
Re - Metzner-Reed generalized Reynolds number 
Re' - Waltmann Reynolds number 
T - Temperature 
70 
t - Time 
V - Volume 
V • Local velocity of fluid 
Vm • Mean velocity of fluid 
dv _ 
cir . Shea?' ?'ate 
(~ -Shear-rw rate at tube wall 
t - Shear stress 
ty • Yield stress 
µ - Newtonian viscosity 
µa - Apparent viscosity 
µp - Plastic viscosity 
p - Density 
y - Generalized viscosity coefficient defined by Equation 35 
32Q 
--. - "Flow function" or sometimes called "pseudo-spear rate" 
,rD-' 
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A P P E N D I X B 
E X P E R I M E N T A L A N D C A L C U L A T E D 
D A T A T A B L E S 
72 
llP'/Q 
p llV t hP' Q flbf-sec) 
(psig) (cc) (sec) (lbf/ft2 ) ( ft3 /sec) ft 5 -
294 lOCl 68.2 42035 51.8 x 10-6 8.118 X 108 
294 100 67.2 42018 52.6 X 10-6 7~996 X 108 
498 100 36.2. 70210 97.6 X l0-6 - 1.191 x 108 
498 ·- 100 36.8 70261 96.0 X 10-6 7.322 X 108 .· 
399 100 47,4 56639 74.5 x 10-6 7.603 X 108 
399 100 46,6 56602 75.8 X 10-6 7.469 X 108 
399 100 47.l 56620 75.0 X 10-0 7.551 X 108 
202 100 100.1 29012 35.3 x 10-6 8.223 X 108 
200 100 100,8 28725 35 0 0 X l0- 6 8.200 X 108 
151 100 _- 134.7 21760 26.2 X l0-6 8.29·9 X 108 . 
151 100 133.5 21755 26.5 X l0-6 - 8.225 x 108 
100 40 . 84.l 14482 16,8 X l0-6 B.620 x l-0 8 
100 40 B.l.5 14477 170 3 x .l0-6 8.354 X 108 
100 40 ll3.,4 14478 16,9 X 10-6 8.547 X 108 
100 40 81.B . l-4475 17,3 X 10-6 8.382 X 108 
76.0 .40 112.1 11042 J.2.6 X 10-6 8,763 X 108 
76,0 40 109.2 ll040 12.-9 X 10-G 8,532 X 108 
50,0 - 30. 125.:2 7311 8,5 X J.0;..G 8,-642 X 108 
50,0 30 125,2 7310. 8.4 X 10-6 8,661 X 108 
125 35 -S8, l 18042 21,3 X 10-6 0.lls2 x 10a 
125 _35 57.0 18038 21, 7 X 10-G 8,320 x 10 8 
39,8 30 156.4 5842 6,8 X 10-6 8,629 X 108 
39 .a 20 l.06,-6 5842 6.6 X 10""6 -a.aux 108 
39,-6 30 1-60.4 58.J.2 6,o X l0-6 ·8,806 X 10 8 




- ,rD3 k' 
( lbf/ft2 ) (sec-1) n' ( lbf/ft2 ) --
13.132 33938 0.90 0.00114 
13.127 34443 o_.90 0.00112 
21.934 63939 o.9o 0.00108 
21.950 62897 0.90 0.00.109 
17 .694 48831 0.90 o.oouo 
17 .683 49669 o.9o 0.00109 
17 .689 49142 0.90 0.00110 
.9.064 23123 0.90 O.OOlll 
8.974 22962 o.9o o.oouo 
6. 798 171.83 0.90 0.00108 
6. 796 _ J,7338 0,90 0.00101 
4.524 - 11009 ·0.90 0.00108 
4.523 11360 0.90 0.00105 
4.523 l.llOl 0.90 0,00107 
_4.522 11318 -o.90 0.-00.105 
3.450 8259 0.90 0.00106 
3,449 8478 o.9o 0.00104 
2,284 5546 0,90 0.00100 
2,284 5533 0,-90 0.00101 
5,636 13943 0,90 0,00108 
5,635 14212 o.9o - 0,00107 
1,825 iJ440 0,90 o.ooo9e 
1.025 43143 -0,90 0,.00100 
1,816 4329 0.90 0.-00100 
fd;l 
y d w 
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. KC 10- OIL AT l00°F . 
TUBE 3 
4P'/O 32Q 
(~w p 4V t 4P' Q. {lbf""'secJ T ;iii . k' y Ila 
(psig) (cc) (sec) (lbf/ft2) ( ft3 /sec) ftS (lbf/rt2) . (sec-1) n' (lbf/ft2) (centipoise) (sec-1) ( centipoise) -----·. -- -- --
150 25 45.B 21730 19 0 3 X lQ-6 11 0 27 X 108 5.416 12634 o.9s 0.00051 29 12792 20.3 
150 40 71.2 21725 19.B x 10-6 10 0 95 X 108 5.4l.5 13003 o~.95 o·.ooo6s . 28 13166 19.7 
150 40· 70.S 21723 20 0 0 X lQ-6 10 0 84 X 108 5.414 13l.32 D.95 0.00065 28 13297 l.9.5 
200 45 57.6 28858 27 0 6 X 10-6 10 0 46 X J.08 ·1.193 .. 18083 0.95 0.00054 28 18309 18.8 
200 50 611.l 28857 27 0 6 X J.Q-6 10.117 x·J.08 7.l.93 l.8055 o.9s 0.00054 28 18280 . l.B.B .. 
200 50 63.1 28852 28.0 X 10'.'"6 10.31 X J.-08 7.191 .. ·J.8341 o.95 0.00063 27 l.8570 i8.5 . 
304 80 64.9 43631 43 0 5 .x 10-6 10.02 X 108 10.875 28531. o.95 0.00062 27 28888 18~0 
304 BO 63.5 43614 44 0 5 X 10-6. 9 0 803 X 108 . l.0.871. 29160 o.95 o.00061 26 29525 17.6 
252 70 69.9 36250 · 35 0 4 X 10-6 10 0 25 X 108 .9.035 23179" Q.95 0.00063 27 · 23469 18.4 . 
252 70 67.9 . 36235 36 0 4 X 10-6 9.952 X 108 9.032 23862 o.!i5 0~00061 27 24i60 17.9 
176 -40 57.9 25417 24 0 4 X 10-6 10 0 42 X J.08 6.335 1S990 0.95 -0.00063 27 16190 18~7 
176 25 34.8 25407 25 0 4 X l.0--6 10 0 01 X J.08 6.333 16628 -0.95 ·0.00061 26 · 16836 l.B.O 
125 40 81.7 18122 17.3 x 10-6 10 0 48 X 108 . 4.517 11332 o.95 0.00052 27 11474 18.9 
125 40 79.o· 18il8 17.9 X 10-6 lO.l3 X 108 4.516 11719 0.95 0.00060 26 11866 18.2 
100 30 77.2 14539 l3o 7 X 10-6 10,60 X 108 3.624 8995 o.95 0.00062 · 27 9107 19.0 
100 40 101.1. 14537 140 0 X 10-6 10 0 41 X 108 3.623 9l.58 0.95 o.000&1 26 9272 · 19.1· 
100 75 193.2 14536 13.7 X l.Q-6 10 0 60 X 108 3.623 8985 o.95 0.00052 27 9098 19.l 
10-0 70 178.2 14533 13 0 9 X 10-6 10 0 48 X 108 3.622 9092:. 0.95 0.00062 27 9206 18.8 
76.0 20 10.5 11092 io.o x 10-6 11.07 X 108 2.765 6566 o .• 95 0.00064 28 6648 19.9 
76 •. 0 20 67.l 11089 10.5 X 10-6 10 0 53 X 108 2.15q: 6899 o.95 o.00061 26 .698.5 18.9 
76.o 20 -68.6 11090 10 0 3 X 10•6 10.11 .x io8 2.764 6748 ·.0.95 o.ooos2 27 6832 19.4 
76.0 90 300.0 U087 lp.6 X 10-6 . 8 2.763 69114 0.95 0.00061 26 7031 18.8 10.47 :it 10 
50.0 30 159.2 7353 6.7 X 10-6 110 06 X J.08 1.833 4362 o.95 0.00063 27 4416 19.9 
s:o.o 30 l.60.6 7352 . 6 0 6 X 10-6 110 14 X .108 l..832 4324 0.95 · 0.00063 27 4378 20.0 
50~0 50 261.8 7350 6.7x10-6 10 0 91 X 108 1.832 4421 o.95 0.00062 27 4476 19.6 
125 so 97.6 18098 l80 l X 10-6 10 0 00 X 108 4.su ·. 11858 o.95 0.00050 26 · .12006 18,0 
125 so 99.5 18099 17.8 X J.o-6 10.20 x 108 · 4 0 511 11631- o.95 0.00061 26 11777 18.3 
125 50 98.8 18096 17 0 9 X 10-6 10 0 13 X l.Qfl 4.5.10 11714 o.95 0.00060 26 11860 18.2 
125 75 147~8 18094 17 0 9 X 10-6 10 0 10 X 108 4.510 11745 o.95 0,00060 26 ll892 18,2 
125 40 79.0 18091 17,9 X l0-6 10 0 12 X. 108 4.509 ll7l.9 o.95 0.00060. . 26 11866 18,2 
-.:i 
~ 
KC 10 OIL AT l00°F 
TUBE 5 
t.P' IQ 32Q (:;)w p t.V t t.P' 0 lbf-sec T 11D3 k' 
( ft 5 ) 
y Ila 
(psiii:) ( cc) (sec) ( lbf/ft2 ) (ft 3isec) (lbf/ft2 ) (sec- 1) n' ( lbf/ft2 ) ( centipoise) ( sec-1) (centipoise) --
150 200 14.6 20373 484 X 10-6 4,211 X 107 13,210 35247 0,96 0,00059 26 35648 17,7 
150 300 21,0 20242 504 X 10-6 4,012 X 10 7 13,126 36758 0,96 0,00056 25 37176 16,9 
125 200 16,4 17041 431 X 10-G 3,957 X 10 7 11,050 31378 0,96 0,00055 24 31735 16,7 
101 200 20,4 13966 346 X 10-6 4,034 X 107 9,056 25226 0,96 0,00056 24 25513 17,0 
75,0 200 27,6 10538 256 X l0- 6 4,118 X 10 7 6,833 18645 0,96 0,00056 25 18857 17,4 
75,0 175 23,5 10511 263 X 10- 6 3,997 X 10 7 6,815 19161 0,96 0,00055 24 19379 16,8 
50,0 100 21,6 7158 163 X 10- 6 4,378 X 10 7 4,642 11912 0,96 0,00059 26 12048 18,4 
25,0 40 17,2 3675 82 ,l X 10-G 4,475 X 107 2,383 5984 0,96 0,00058 25 .6052 lB,9 
25,0 40 17.6 3675 80,3 X 10-6 4,579 X 107 2,383 5848 0,96 0,00060 26 5914 19,3 
10,0 20 22,2 1547 31,8 X 10- 6 4,863 X 10 7 l,003 2318 0,96 0,00061 27 2344 20,5 
KC 10 OIL AT l00°F 
TUBE 6 
150 200 17.6 20982 401 X J.0- 6 5,229 X 10 7 10,941 29071 0,92 0,00085 35 29700 17,6 
J.00 200 25,6 14198 276 X 10-6 5,146 X 107 7,404 19986 0,92 0,00082 33 20419 17,4 
75,0 130 22,8 10770 201 X 10-6 5,349 X 107 5,616 14586 0,92 0,00083 34 14902 18,0 
49,0 100 27,0 7139 131 X 10-6 5,458 X 107 3,723 9475 0,92 0.00002 33 9680 18,4 
49,0 200 !52,6 7130 134 X 10-6 5,310 X 107 3,718 9727 0,92 0,00080 32 9938 17,9 
41,0 200 65,l 6004 108 X 10- 6 5,534 X 107 3,131 7859 0,92 0.00002 33 8030 18,7 
30,5 70 30,3 45l3 81,6 X 10-6 5,532 X 107 2,353 5910 0,92 0,00080 32 6038 18,7 
30,5 70 30,0 4510 82,4 X 10-6 5,473 X 107 2,352 5969 0,92 0,00079 32 6099 18,5 
20,2 70 116,0 3044 53,7 X 10-6 5,664 X 107 1,587 3893 0,92 0,00079 32 3977 19,1 




NBS OIL MAT 120F 
TU13E 5 
p AV t AP 1 Q T 
(:~~ 
Ila 
(psig). (cc) . ( sec) ( lbf/ft2 ) (ft 3/secr ( lbf/ft2 ) ( sec-1) (c!!ntipoise) -
24.3 40 255.93 · 3607 5.5l X 10-6 2.360 393 288 
49.5 50 162.83 7237 ,10.8 X 10-6 4.725 770 ~94 
104.0 40 62.22 15091 22.7 X 10-6 9.86 1620 291 
14.5 20 214.:JO 2194 3.29 X 10"'6 1.434 235 292 
75.5 40. 84.31 · 10980 16.B x 10-6 1.1e 1198 287 
.. 154.0 so 51.59 22292 34.2 >< 10-6 14.58 2460 284 
.NBS OIL M AT 74°F 
TUBE 8 
75.8 60 9.18 10991 231 X 10-6 13.50 . 21180 260 
0.1 Ii 112.28 119 2 0 51 X 10-6 o.1463 27 260 
39~5 35 10.11 5780 122 X 10-6 1.11 1308 260 
10.7 20 20.67 1643 34 0 2 X .10-·6 2.025 367 264 
5.5 20 35.93 894 19 .• 7 .x 10-6 l.098 211 · 267 
20.1 40 21,62 3079 65 0 3 X 10-6 3."78 701 258 
2.1 20 67.54 490 10 0 5. X 10-6 0.602 ll2 257 
NBS OIL MAT 74°F 
· TUBE 11 
o.o 20 101.60 115 6 0 96 K 10-6 0.1040 34 261 
15.2 70 18.02 2292 137 X l0-6 3.66 666 263 
s.2 40 27.49 B52 51 0 4 X 10-6 1.363 250 262 
10.1 70 25.91 1552 95 0 4 X 10-:-6 2.48 463 256 
2.a 16 · 18. 75 501 30 0 l X l!)-·6 . o.ao2 146 263 
NBS CERTIFIED VISCOSITY VALUES FOR OIL M 
TEMPERATURE (°F) 11 (cent!poise) 




DISTILLED WATER AT 72°F 
TUBE 1 
AP'/0 32Q Sw p AV t AP' Q cll>f'"sec) T ;jj! k' y Pa 
(psio:) (cc) (sec) (JJ,f/ft2) (ft3 /sec) ft 5 (l.l,f/ft2) Csec- 1 ) n' (JJ,f/ft2) ( centipoise) (sec-1 ) ( centipoise) -- -- --.- -- ---
0,0 40 271,6 161 5,20 X 10-6 3,188 X 107 0,067 3397 0,97 ·2.6 X 10-5 1,16 3427 0,93 
0,0 20 138,4 160 5,10 X 10-6 3,231 X 107 0,066 3333 0,97 2,6 X 10-5 1,17 3362 o.94 
0,0 .40 275,8 159 5,12 X 10-6 3,208 X 107 0,066 3345 0,97 2,6 X 10-5 1,16 3375 0,93 
o.o 45 316,0 161 5,03 X 10-6 3,300 X 107 0,067 3284 0,97 2,7 X 10-S l,19 3313 0.96 
0,0 20 142,0 160 4,97 X 10-6 3,280 X 107 0,066 3248 0,97 2.1x10-5 1.20 3217 0,97 
o.o 45 319.9 159 4,97 X 10-6 3,260 X 107 0,066 3244 0,97 2,7 X lQ-S 1.20 3273 0,96 
TUBE 2 
o.o 20 154,8 192 4,56 X 10-6 4,254 X 107 0,060 2990 0~97 2,6 X l0-5 1.18 3017 0,95 
o.o 20 154,4 191 4,57 X lQ-6 11.237 X 107 0,06Q 2998 0,97 2,6 X :J.Q-S 1,17 3025 0,95 
o.o 20 ·155,4. 190 4,54 X lQ-6 4,313 X 10' 0,060 2979 0,97 2,6 X 10-5 1~17 3005 0,95 
0,0 20 .152,B 192 4,62 X 10-6 4,265 X 107 o.·060 3030 0,97 2,6 X 10-S l,16. 305·5 0,94 
a.a 20 155,6 192 4,54 x 10-G 4,340 X 107 0,060 2975 0,97 2,6 x 10-s 1.18 3001 o.~6 
TUBE 3 
a.a 20 168,-3 225 4,20 X lQ-G 5,440 X 107 0,056 2751 0,97 2, 7 X 10-5 1.19 2775 0,97 
o.o 20 169,2 225 4,17 X 10-G 5,421 X 107 0,056 2736 0,97 2,7 X l0-5 1.20 2760 0,97 
a.a 20 170,4 224 4.14 X lQ-6 5,534 X 107 0,056 2717 0,97 2.7 X 10-5 1,20 2741 0,97 
o.o 20 171.6 226 4,12 X 10-,; 5,485 X 107 0,056 2698 0,9'7 2,7 X 10-S 1,22 2722 0,99 
o.o 20 172,4 225 4.10 X lQ-6 5,488 X .107 0,056 2685 0,97 2,7 X 10-S 1.22 2709 0,99 
0,0 20 173,4 224 4,07 X lQ-6 5,504 X 107 0,056 2670 0,97 2., 7 X .l0-5 · · 1.22 2693 0,99 
0,0 20 2"2,3 155 .2,91 X l0- 6 5,410 X 107 0,039 1911 0,97 2,6 X 10-S 1,17 1927 0,96 
TUBE 5 
0,0 150 72,9 156 72, 7 X 10-6 2,6"59 X 10G 0.102 5170 0,97 2,6 X l0-5 l,18 5215 0,94 
o.o 100 53,3 144 66,3. X 10-6 2,641 X 106 -0,094 4714 0,97 2,7 X 10-5 . 1,19 4756 0,95 
a.a 100 58,4 131 60,5 X 10-6 2,594 X 106 0,086 4302 0,97 2.1x10-s 1.18 4340 0,94 
0,0 100 48.8 157 72 0 4 X lQ-~ 2 .£i75 X 106 o.!n~ 5140 o.~7 2.7xl~-s 1,1'.l 51')1' 0.':111 
0,0 100 54.0 144 65,4 X 10-G 2,661 X 106 0,094 4653 0,97 2.1" 10-s 1,20 4694 0,96 
0.,0 150 88,0 133 60,2 >< 10-6 2,631 X ·10 6 0,087 4283 0,97 2,1x10-s 1.20 4321 0,96 
0,0 102 64,4 119 55,9 >< 10- 6 2,521 >< 106 0,078 3979 0,97 2.6 X 10-5 l,16 4015 1),93 
0,0 100 70, 7 J.08 .so.a x 10-6 2,524 X lOG 0,071 3554 0,97 2 .. 6 X 10-5 .l,18 3585 0,95 ..,J 
....J 
DISTILL&D WATER AT 72°F 
TUBE 4 
IIP' /Q 32Q (''~ lbf-sec ,rD3 p IIV t IIP' Q (---;;s-) T k' y d w ~a (psig) (cc) (sec) ( lbf/ft2) ( ft 3 /sec) (lbf/ft2) (sec-1) n' (lbf/ft2) (centipoise) (sec-1) ( centipoise) --
0,0 150 73,3 134 72,3 X io-6 2,227 X 106 O,ll3 56::.5 0,97 2,7 X 10-5 1,21 5665 0,96 
0,0 100 54,0 119 65,4 X ltJ-6 2,158 X 106 0,101 5081 0,97 2,7 X 10-5 1,19 5126 0,94 
o.o 100 61,8 104 57,1 X lo-6 2,117 X 106 0,088 4440 0,97 2,6 X 10-5 1,18 4479 0,94 
o.o 100 68, 7 94 51,4 X 10-6 2,087 X 106 0,079 3994 0,97 2,6 X lo-5 1.18 4029 0,94 
0,0 90 70,0 84 45,4 X 10-6 2,088 X 106 0,071 3528 0,97 2, 7 X l0-5 1,19 3559 0,96 
o.o 150 72,3 134 73,3 X 10-6 2,2011 X 106 0,113 5693 0,97 2,7 X 10-5 1,19 5743 0,911 
0,0 100 53,2 121 66,4 X 10-6 2,167 X 106 0,103 5158 0,97 . 2,7 X 10-5 1.19 5203 0,9 .. 
0,0 100 59,0 109 59,9 X 10-6 2,123 X 106 0,092 4651 0,97 2,6 X 10-5 1,18 JJ692 0,911 
0,0 100 66,7 96 52,9 X 10-6 2,088. X 106 . 0,081 111111 0,97 2,6 X 10-5 1,17 11150 -0,911 
o.o 90 62,l 94 51,2 X 10-6 2,098 X 106 0.079 3977 0,97 2, 7 X 10-5 1,18 4012 0,95 
o.o 60 43,0 91 119,3 X 10-6 2,108 X 106 0,077 3829· 0,97 2, 7 X 10-5 1,20 3863 0,96 
o.o 35 25,0 89 49,11 X 10-6 2,061 X 10° 0,076 3841 0,97 2,£ X 10-S 1,16 3875 0,93 
0,0 90 66,2 88 11.8,0 X 10-6 2,079 X 106 0,074 3730 0,97 2,6 X 10-S 1,18 3763 0,9"5 
o.o 90 68, 7 84 46,3 X 10-6 2,062 X 106 0,071. 3595 0,97 2,6 X 10-S 1.17 3626 0,94 
TUBE 6 
0,0 80 43,83 184 64,5 X 10-6 3,449 X 106 0,096 11635 0,97 2,8 X lQ-5 1,23 4676 0,98 
0,0 100 54,53 179 64,8 X 10-6 3,364 X 106 0,093 4657 0,97 2,7 X l.O-S 1.,19 4699 0,95 
-0,0 90 49,28 175 64,5 X io-6 3,315 X 106 0,091 4638 0,.97 2,6 X 10..5 1,17 4679 0,94 
o.o 100 55,92 172 63,2 X lQ-G 3,318 X l.06 0,090 4541 0,97 2,6 X 10-5 1,18 4582 0,94 
o.o 80 4-S,14 169 ·62 ,6 X l0-6 3,284 X 106 0,088 a,501 0,97 2,6 X l.0-5 1,.17 4-541 0;93 
0,0 110 63,23 166 61,4 X 10-6 3,280 X 106_ 0,087 4418 0,97 2,6 X l.0- 5 1,17 4a,57 0,93 
O,Q 80 47,16 164 59,9 X l0-6 3,295 X 106 0,086 4308 0,97 2,6 X 10-S 1.18 4346 0,94 
0,0- 110 65,91 l.61 58,9 X 10-6 3,283 X l.Oli 0,084 4238 0,97 2,6 X 10-5 1,18 4276 0,911 
o.o "30 54,68 158 58,l .x 10-6 3,263 X 106 0,083 4180 0,97 2,6 X 1.0-S 1.17 4217 0,94 
o.o. 120 74,30 155 57,0 X lQ-6 3,250 X 106 0,081 4102 0,97 2,6 X 10-S 1,17 4138 0,94 
o.o \10 57,57 153 55,2 x 10-G 3,285 X 106 0,080 3970 0,97 2,7 X 10-S 1,19 4-005 0,96 
o.o 120 77,68 150 54,5 X 10-6 3,252 X 106 o-.078 3923 0,97 2.6 X 10-S 1,18 39511 0,95 
o.o 90 59.63 147 53,3 X 10-6 3,251 X l.06 0,077 3833 0,97 2,7 X 10-5 1,18 3867 0,95 
{1,0 120 81,46 144 52.0 X 10-6 3 .. 248 X 106 0,075 3741 o.97 2,7 X 10-S 1.19 3774 ·0.95. 
0,0 90 62,31 141 51,0 X 10-.6 3,234 X 10·6 0,074 3668 0,97 2,7 X 10-S 1,18 3701 0,95 
o.o 100 69,89 138 50,5 X 10-6 3,193 X 106 0,072 3634 0,97 2.-s x 10- 5 1,17 . 3666 0,9 .. 
o.o 80 57,49 135 49.l X 10-6 3,202 X l.-06 0,070 3534 0,97 2,6 X l.Q-S 1,18 3565 0,95 -..J 
(X) 
1% CMC IN TAP WATER AT 75°r 
TUBE 2 
~ (!~ p !W t llP 1 Q T 11D3 k' y w Ila 
(psig) ( cc) (sec) ( lbf/ft2) ( ft 3 /sec) ( lbf/ft2) (sec- 1 ) n' ( lbf/ft2 ) ( centipoise) (sec· 1) ( centipoise) - -- ---
145 25 34.2 20939 25.8 X 10-6 6.541 16920 0.463 .0.012 1131 21829 14,4 
149 40 55.6 21517 25 0 4 X 10-6 6,722 16652 0,463 0,074 1167 21474 15,0 
100 25 75,2 14548 11, 7 X 10-6 4,545 7695 0,487 0,058 961 9724 22,4 
100 35 110,.6 14550 11,2 X 10-6 4,545 7325 0,488 0,059 97$ 9245 - 23,5 
100 25 74,5 14546 11.S X 10-6 4,544 7767 0.486 0,058 959 9818 22,2 
100 25 76.0 14546 11,6 X 10•6 4,544 7614 0,487 0.059 964 9619 · 22~6 
49,0 15 189,9 7224 2,79 X 10-6 2 ,257· 1828 0,530 0,042 759 2234 48,4 
49,0 15 189,9 7223 2, 79 X l0-6 2.257 1828 o.530 0,042 • 759 2234 48,4 
75,0 25 129,9 10960 s.80 x 10-6 3_.424 4455 o.5o3 o.050 851 5555 29,5 
76,0 25 132.5 11103 6,66 X 10•6 3.469 4367 0.504 0,051 868 5443 30,5 
59,9 20 172.4 8789 -4 0 10 X 10-6 2,746 2685 0,518 0.046 806 3309 39.7 
59,7 20 176,0 8759 4 0 01 X 10•6 2. 736 2630 0,519 0,046 809 3240 40,4 
40,2 15 289,6 5953 1,83 X 10'.'"6 1.860 1199 o.543 0.040 734 1451 61,4 
40,2 15 289.6 5953 1,83 X 10-6 1.860 1199 o.543 0.040 734 lli51 61.4 
125 30 56.2 18101 18,8 X 10•6 5,655 12355 0.472 0,066 1055 15806 17.l 
125 30 57,0 18102 18,6 X 10'.'"6 5,655 12182 0,473 0,066 1059 15579 17,4 
125 25 47,4 18120 18,6 X 10-6 5,661 12208 0,473 0,066 1059 _15612 17,4 
125 25 45,8 18115 19,3 X 10-6 5,659 12634 0,472 0,066 1050 16172 16,8 
205 100 7(),9 29261 49,8 X 10•6 9,141 32646 0,443 0,091 1375 42907 10.2 
205 100 69,5 29240 so.ax 10·6 9,135 33303 0,442 0,091 1369 43797 10,0 
173 75 72.1 24844 36, 7 X 10-6 7,761 24077 0,452 0,081 1241 31369 11,9 
175 75 72,6 25133 36,5 X 10·6 7,852 23911 (),452 0,082 1258 31146 12,l 
152 50 65,0 21922 ·27 ,2 X 10-G 6,848 17805 0,461 0,075 1171 23002 14,3 
153 50 64,3 22061 27,5 X 10-6 6,89"2 17998 0,461 0,075 1175 23260 14,2 
124 75 149, 7 17959 17,7 X 10-6 5.611 11596 0,47"4 0,066 1064 14810 _- 18,l 
124 90 183.4 17959 17,3 x· 10-6 5.610 113"58 0,475 0.067 1069 14499 18,5 
99,0 40 120. 7 14385 11,7 X 10•6 4,494 7671 0,487 0,058 952 96"93 22.2 
99,0 l!O 125,4 14386 110 3 X 10-6 4,494 7383 . 0,488 0,058 962 9321 23,l 
75,0 30 159,3 10943 6,65 X 10-G 3,419 4359 0,504 0,.050 856 5432 30-,l 
75,0 30 164,2 10942 6,45 X 10- 6 3,418 4229 0,505 O.OS1 864 5267 31,1 
100 50 153,5 lll521 11,5 X 10'-G ll,537 7539· 0,487 0,059 965 9523 22,8 




1% CHC IN TAP WATER AT 75°F 
TUBE 3 
32Q 
(~ p t.V t t.P1 0 T ,rD3 k' y d w . II 
( osip:) (cc) (sec) ( lbf/ft:2) (ft3 /sec) (lbf/ft2 ) (sec-1) n' ( lbf/ft2 ) ( centipoise) (sec- 1) ( ceriti~oise) -·-- -- ---
500 60 12.38 6710li 171 X 10-6 16. 726 112J.77 0 ... 06 o.lli9 2078 15321i2 5~23 
li96 170 36.37 66879 165 X l0-6 16.670 108188 0 ... 01 0 0 lli9 2080 l<i76lli 5.lil 
1!05 200 60.50 56lli4 117 X 10-6 J.3.99li 76515 0.417 0.128 1827 103222 6.li9 
310 200 95,82 .i,3999 73 0 7 X 10-6 i0.939 li8311 0.431 0.105 1533 61i2li3 8.15 
250 80 57.08 35764 49 0 5 X 10-6 8.914 32 .. 40 0.41i3 0,089 1343 42628 10.0 
208 90 92.22 29933 311 0 5 X 10-6 7~1i61 22589 ·o ... 54 0.019 1210 29377 12,2 
170,6 90 1112,11 2li665 22,li X 10-6 6,lli8 lli659 0,467 0,070 1100 18838 15 .• 6 
152,2 q0 82,15 2201i8 17,2 X 10-6 5,li96 11270 o ... 75 o.o6s 1050 lli383 18,3 
152 110 80,35 22016 17,6 X 10-6 S,li87 11523 o ... , .. o.o6s 10li2 lli7111 17,9 
104.2 liO 180.18 15175 7,84 X 10-6 3.782 5138 0, .. 99 o.053 900 6 .. 29 28,3 
104 liO 102.·02 15lli5 7, 76 X 10-6 3. 77·5 5086 O,li99 0.053 901 6363 28 ... 
103.9 liO 181,35 15129 7. 79 X 10-6 3.771 5105 o."99 0,053 899 6387 28.3 
77, .. .li5 371,03 11313 li,28 X 10-6 2.821 ·2807 o.517 o.Oli7 816 31i63 39.0 
50,0 · 20 386.28 7374 l .• 83 X 10-6 1.838 1198 o.51i3 o.039 726 11151 60,7 
50.0 8 153, 39 7371i l,81i x 10-6. 1.838 1207 0.51i2 0.039 72 .. lli62 60,2 
125,3 80 2<iO.ll 18192 ll.8 X l0- 6 11.53" 7712 o ... 87 o.058 959 971i6 22.3 
125 l!O 121.96 18lli8 ll,6 X 10-• "-523 7591 o ... 87 0.058 961 9590 22.6 
160 60 .107.90 23llil 19,6 X to-6 5,768 12871 0 ... 11 0,067 1065 161i83 16,8 
159.5 120 218.92 23067 19.li X 10-6 5.750 12687 o."72 0,067 1066 J.62 .. 2 1.7.0 
TUBE 6 
o.o 5 810.20 212 0.22 X lQ-6. 0.111 16 0.673 0,017 "17 18 29T 
176 300 15.08 23080 703 X 10-6 12.012 51188 O.li29 0.1111 1668 68189 8.43 
.141 200 lli,27 19271 li95 X 10-6 10.030 36062 0.11110 0.099 1"8J. 47535 10.1 
105 300 36.89 111889 287 X lQ-6 7.7119 2092.5 o.4S6 0,083 1277 271511 13,7 
77,5 150 311,71 11217 153 X 10--6 5,838 11119 0,1176 0,070 1119 11'186 19, 7 
119,7 90 118,30 7304 ·55,9 >< 10-6 3.802 4794 0,501 0,0511 924 5989 30,.lj 
35,9 80 78,89 5329 35.8 X 10-6 2,77 .. 2609 0,519 o.o .. , 822 3213 41,.3 
20,0 45 l3l,9tl 304li 12,0 X 10-6 1,584 877 o.552 0,038 709 1055 71,9 
10,6 20 166,60 1690 11.211 X 10-6 0,879 309 0·,58li 0.031 621; 364 116 
10,7 20 160,12 1703 <!,lil X lll-.6 0,886 321 0,582 0,031 617 379 li2 
10,7 20 166,13 1702 4,25 X 10-6 0,886 310 o.583 o.oa1 628 365 l.16 
5,,6 20 3911,91 967 1, 79 X 10-6 0,503 130 0.610 0,026 550 151 159 
5,8 8 155.31 996 l~B2 X 10-6 0,518. 133 0.610 0.026 561 151J 161 
15,5 20 91,82 2392 ·7,69 X 10-6 1,245 560 0,566 o,o-a5 673 668 89 
15,6 35 157,06 2405 7,87 X 10-6 1.252 573 0,565 0.035 670 68" 88 
co 
0 
1.5% CMC IN TAP WATER 
SAMPLE 12 AT l00°r 
TUBE 2 
32Q (~;) 
I' t!.V t 1!.P1 0 T . 11Dl k' y w lla 
(psh) ( cc) (sec) C1btlh2> (ft3 /sec) { lbt!ft2) (sec- 1 ) n' Clbt/ft2 l ( centipoise) (sec- 1) ( centipoise) -- --- --- --
401 200 50, 74 54536 139 X 10-6 17 .037 91233 0,396 0,185 2524 126030 6,47 
599 300 39,80 .· 74055 266 X 10-6 23,.135 174467 0,387 0,216 2893 243497 4,55 
504 200 34.28 65323 206 X 10-6 20,407 135040. 0,391 0,202 2725 187700 5,21 
301 200 98.33 42591 71,8 X 10-6 13,306 47078 0,405 0,171 2370 64379 9,90 
250 175 117,41 35658 52,6 X 10-6 11,1 .. 0 34499 0,409 0,155 2173 46959 11,4 
210 80 81,80 30169 34,5 X 10-6 '9,425 22637 0,415 0,147 2088 30622 14,7 
152,5 a,o 86,72 22oa,9 16, 3 X 10-6 6,888 10676 o,ii25 0,134· 1937 14289 23,l 
103,2 40 211,67 14987 6,67 X 10-6 4,682 4374 0,437 · 0,120 1783 5783 38,8 
103,0 20 110 •. 11 14958 6, 38 X 10-6 4,673. 4181 0,438 0.122 1808 5525 40,5 
75,3 9 106,29 10974 2,99 X 10-!i 3.428 1960 0,448 0,115 1747 2564 s·4,0 
50,8 9 235,02 7447 l, 35 X 10-6 2,326 886 0,458 0.1011 1608 1148 97,0 
122,0 20 75,57 17684 9,35 X 10-6 5,525 6126 0,432 0,127 1872 8136 32,5 
177,0 40 61,47 25526 23,0 X 10-6 7,975 15062 0,420 0,140 2007 20256 18,9 
151,5 20 45,48 21903 15,5 X 10-6 6,843 10179 0,426. 0,135 1955 13614 24,l 
163,7 40 85,47 23654 16,5 X 10-G 7,390 10832 0,425 0,143· 2069 14501 24,4 
138.2 20 57,67 20002 12,3 X 10-6 · 6,249 8027 0,429 0,132 1932 10701 28,0 
TUBE 5 
198,8 400 14,63 23257 966 x10-& 14,520 68748 0,400 0,1{,9 2'324 .94554 7.35 
152,0 200 11,05 19618 639 X lQ-5 12,523 45510 0,405 0;1s2 2253 .62203 9,64 
97,6 300 42,90 13840 247 X 10-6 8,999 17584 0,418 0,151 2156 23700 l.!1;2· 
76,1 150 37,56 10981 141 x 10-6 7,161 10042 0,426. 0,142 2055 13428 25,S 
50,2 1!0 48,75 7346 58,0 X 10-6 4,797 4126 0,431! 0,125 1865 5451 . 42,1 
37,5 40 46,28 5529 30,5 X 1Q•6 3.612 · 2173 0,446 0,117 1772 2847 60,8 
25,l so 133,91 3747 13,2 X 10-G 2.4'18 939 0,458 0,107 1654 1217 96,3 
25,l 40 109,78 3745 12,9 X 10-6 2.447 916 O,ll58 0,108 1670 .l,1B7 98,7 
17.2 20 113, 87 2607 6,20 X 10-6 1,704 "42 0,468 0,099 1561 567 144 
10,4 20 293,98 1627 2,40 x·10-6 1,063 17.1 0,481 . 0 ,-090 1460 217 234 
10.'2 9 140,15 1598 2,27 X 10•6 1;044 161 0,41ll 0,090 .1471 205 ·244 
18,4 20 102,88 2778 6.87 X 10·0 1,815 489 0,466 0,101 1595 629 138 
31,4 40 10,02 4£47 20,0 X lQ•O 3,036 1421' 0,452 0,114 171>6 1856 78.3 
co 
I-' 
1.5% CMC IN TAP WATER 
SAMPLE 19 AT 77°F 
TUB"E 2 
320 
p AV t l'IP1 Q T ,rD3 -
(psig) ( cc) (sec) (lbf/h2) ( ft3 /sec) {lbf/ft2 ) (sec- 1 ) n' --
504 200 41.81 67748 16"9 X 10-6 21.165 ll0720 . 0.344 
398 150 47.93 55326 111 X 10-6 17.284 72437 o.362 
303 70 40.60 43126 60 0 9 X 10-6 .13.473 39907 0.388 
203 80 112.72 29261 25 0 1 X 10-6 9.141 16427 o.427 
151.0 _40 113.19 21853 ·12 0 5 X lQ-6 6.827 8179 o.457 
103.o 20 133,45 14962 5,29 X 10-6 4.674 3469 0.494 
50.9 20 533.46 7464 1, 32 X 10-6 2,332 868 o.554 
76,8 20 25-0,66 lll92 2,82 X lo-6· 3.496 1847 o.522 
176.o 80 158,11 25420 17 0 9 X 10-6 7_.941 ll7ll o.441 
126.0 40 170.60 18262 80 28 X 10-6 5.7os 5427 0.475 
TUBE 8 
2'3.S 350 42,40 35"01 292· X 10-6 4.317 3126 0.499 
J:8.S 300 55,-6'3 2-811 190 X 10-6 3,466 2042 o.517 
cr • .o 8 136.-s·s 174 - 2,06 X 10-6 0,214 22. o.714 
0.-0 20 353 •. 86 173 2.00 ·x 10-6 0,213 21 0.115 
u .. 1 150 68.85 1850 76 0 9 X 10-6 2.281 825 o.s57 
5·.9·- 80 1-04, aa: 1015 26 0 9 X 10-6 1,251 289 0,602 
2.7 40 128,48 553 11,0 X l0-6 0,681 118 0,641 
9,-5 80 50,.17 1527 56,3 X 10-6 1,883 604 o.57o 
lS..S 1s-o: 40~-32- 2375 131 X 10-G 2.928 1409 o.533 
k' y 
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1.5% CMC IN TAP WATER 
SAMPI,E 19 AT l00°F 
TUBE 3 
32Q (!?w p AV t . 6P1 Q T ,rD3 ·k· y . IJa. 
(psig) (cc) (sec) ( lbt/ft2 ) ( ft 3 /sec) ( ll>f/ft2) (sec-1) n' ( ll>f/ft2 ) ( centipoise) (sec- 1 ) ( centipoise) --
497 250 63.28 68394 140 X 10-6 17.044 91497 o.388 · 0.2011 2728 127647 6.39 
.402 150 54.90 561180 96.5 ,i: 10-6 14.075 63;278 0.400 0.170 2330 87039 7.74 
601. 400 70.21 79686 201 X 10-6 19.858 '131946 o.375 Q.237 .3100 186809 5.09 
308 125 78.29 43995 56 04 X 10-6 10.964. .36978 0.417 0.136 1938 49882 10.5 
252 80 75.68 36239 37 03 X 10-6 9.031 24482 0.431 O.ll6 1700 32564 13.3 
200 80 128.30 28907 22 00 X lo'-6 7.204 14441 o.448 0.090 1495 l.8883 l.8.3 
l.62.0 40 l.02.40 23484 .J.3 • 8 X J.o-6 5.852 9047 .0.464 0 •. 086 l.344 11662 24.0 
182.5 80 155.42 264l.O J.8,2 X J.0-6 6.581 ll92l.. 0.455 0.092 l42l. l.5496 20.3 
142.0 45 l.52.54 20614 10,4 X J.0-6 5.l.37 6832 o.473 0.079 1262 8736 28.2. 
121.7 20 97.55 17700 7,24 X 10-6 11.411 4748 0.485 0.073 ll93 6009 35.;2 
104.0 20 135.48 15155 5,21 X 10-6 3.777 3419 o.496 o'.067 1122 4288 142.2 
104.0 8 51,96 15154 5 044 X 10-6 3. 776 3566 0,494 0.066 ll08 4478 40.4 
84.0 20 221,19 12277 3.19 X 10-6 3.059 2094 o.512 0,061 1059 2593 56.5 
84,2 9 91,82 12305 3,46 X li)-6 3.066 2270· o.509 o.060 1034 2817 52,l 
59,9 8 166.30 8807 1 070 X 10°".6 2,195 lll4 0,533 0,052 947 1358 77,4 
49.8 9 276,40 7352 l,15 X l0-6 l.832 754 0,546 o.049 918 911 96,3 
49.8 20 577,45 7352 1,22 X 10-6 1,832 802 0,544 0,048 896 971 90,4 
41,0 B 335,55 6084 0,84 X 10-6 1,516 552 0,556 0,045 862 662 109,6 
·72,l 23 320,60 10561 2 ,48 X 10-6 2,632 l-625 0,520 0,056 992 200Q 63,·0 
72,l 9 124,80 10561 2,55 X 10-6 2~632 1670 0,519 0,056 983 2057 61,3 
93,0 20 168,65 l356Jl 4,19 X 10-6 3,381 2746 0,503 0,063 1073 3425 47,3 
112,0 40 218,00 16298 6,48 X 10-6 4,062 4250 0,489 0,068 ll33 5361 36,3 
132,2 80 305~65 19198 9,24 X 10-6 4,784 6062 0,477 0,075 1212 7724 29,7 
152,2 40 113.29 22063 12,5 X 10-6 5,498 8177 0;467 0,082 1293 10510 25,l 
152,3 80 224,58 22075 l2 ,6 X l0-6 5,501 8250 0,467 0,082 1291 10606 24,8 
172,0 80 176,53 24892 16,0 X 10-6 6.203 10496 0.459 0.089 1377 13590 21.9 
190,8 40 72.39 27576 19,5 X l0-6 6.872 12797 0.452 0.095 1462 16671 19,7· 
190,5 70 127,00 27531 19 05 X l0-6 6,861 12765 0,452 0.095 1460 16628 19.8 
103,0 40 278,].6 14991 5,08 X 10-6 3,736 3330 0.497 0.066 1118 4174 42,'9 
co 
w 
1.5\ CMC IN TAP-WATER 
SAMPLE 19 AT :L00°F 
TUBE 6 
320 
p l!.V 't: l!.P1 Q T ,rD3 
(psig) (cc) (sec) (lbf/h2) (ft3 /sec) (lbflft2 ) (sec- 1 ) n' -
o.o 5 1191.05 228 0.15 X 10-6 0.118 ll o.686 
5.5 15 386. 71 1019 1.37 X 10-6 o.530 100 0.613 
5.3 8 226.03 990 1.25 X 10-6 o.515 91 o.616 
10.8 20 204.83 1781 3 0 45 X lQ-6 o.927 251 o.582 
10.6 8 84.41 1752 3.35. X lQ-6 o.912. 243 o.583 
20.4 19 70.49 3162 9 0 52 X 10-6 l."646 694 o.549 
30.4 45 82.67 4600 19 0 2 X lQ-6 2.394 1401 o.s26 
40.3 90 98.13 6020 32 0 4 X 10-6 3.133 2360 o.-sos 
60.l 40 20.40 8850 69 0 2 X 10-6 4.606 5045 o.483 
83.5 80 22.00 12159 l.28 X 10-6 6.328 9356 0.463 
105,-0 220 36,71 15108 212 X 10-6 7.863 15420 0,446 
144,0 425 36,67 20099 409 X 10-6 10.461 29821 0,425 
181.5 400 22.31 24318 633 X io-6 12 .656 46132 0.410 
72.0 80 29.00 10498 97,-4 X 10-6 5,464 7098 0,472 
49. 7 90 66,38 7320 47.9 X 10-6 3.810 3489 0.495 
35,1 40 57.41 5224 24.6 x 10-6 2,719 1793 o.517 
45,6 80 68.33 6728 41,4 X 10-6 3.502 3012 o.500 
25.3 40 105.00 3811 13,5 X 10-6- l.983 980 o.537 
15.3 20 122,81 2371 5 0 75 X 10-G l.234 419 0,565 
60.0 80 40.92 8782 69.0 X 10-6 4.571 · 5030 0.-403 
49.3 40 31.37 7253 45-.0 X 10-6 3.775 3281 0.497 
40,3 90 105,12 5960 30 0 2 X 10-6 3,102 2203 o.511 
30. 7 40 78.09 4578 18.l X 10-G 2,383 1318 o.520 
20.1 20 77 .. 37 3139 9,13 X 10-6 1.634 665 o.550 
15,3 20 129.25 2361 5.-46 X 10""6 1.229 398 o.567 
k' y 



















































































1.5%. Cl1C IN TAP WATtR 
SM·'.PL!: 19 AT l25°F 
TUBE 
320 
(~ p ~v t oP 1 0 T ,o3 k' y " ... (psis;) (eel {sec) ( li>f/ft2) ( ft 3 /sec) (lbf/ft2) (sec- 1 ) n• (lbf/ft2) ( centipoise) (sec-I) ( centipoise) -- --- --- --
494 300 40.31 59275 . 263 X 10-6 18.518 172259 0.367 0 .. 221 2842 246486 3.f;O 
· 403 200 39.53 52644 · 179 X 10-6 16.446 1171-06 0.383 o.187 2489 l.64192 4.80 
300 150 50.22 41436 105 X 10-6 12 .945 69134 0.006 0.101 l.962 9"4468 6.56 
208 100 71.0B 29694 49. 7 X 10-6 9.276 32563 0.437 o.099 l.466 43043 l.0.3 
152.0 50 71.61 21952 24. 7 X 10-6 6.858 16161 0.467 0.015 1177 20779 J.S.e 
TUBE 5 
100.0 150 13.1-0 13401 404 X 10- 6 8. 758 28775 o.442 0.093 1401 376•2 ll.l 
61.0 150 33.13 8753 160 X 10-6 5.121 .U378 o.481 0.064 l.039 111-41+2 19.0 
40,6 80 37.37 5951 75.6 X 10-6 3.890 5380 o.513 0.047 825 66!i7 28.0 
30. 3 50 40. 77 4493 43 0 3 X 10-6 2.936 "3082 o.536 0.000 721 3748 37.5 
15.2 35 94.54 2329 130 1 X J.0-6 1.522 930 o.587 0.030 559 l.094 66.6 
7.2 20 l8j.34 1177 3. 85 X 10-E,. o. 769 274 o.638 0.021 483 313 llB 
TUBE 
15.~ 7.0 9.29 2237 266 X 10-& 2. 759 2853 o.540 0.038 693 3462 38.2 
0,0 20 220.40 136 3.20 X 10-C, o.168 34 o.725 0.013 347 38 213 
0,0 15 173. 73 135 3~05 X 10-6 o.'l.67 33 0.727 0.01:! 359 36 223 
5.2 40 27.13 881 52 0 1 X 10-G 1.086 558 0.600 0.023 492 64e 80.2 
10.2 80 20.47 1585 138 X 10-G 1.954 1480 o.567 0.031 606 1762 53,l 
3,2 30 37.83 590 28.0 X 10-6 o. 727 300 o.63" 0.020 437 3qq 101 
7.4 55 24.84 1188 78.2 X 10-6 1.46.5 838 ·0.591 0.021 561 984 71.3 
1 0 5% CHC Ill TAP WATER 
SAMPU: 19 AT l«3°F 
TUh• 8 
20,0 200 12.32 2750 573 X 10-6 3.39l 6148 o.s6a 0.02" 465 7315 22.2 
10.3 l65 2.5 •. 78 1586 226 X 10-6 l.95~ 2424 o.592 o.Ol.9 398 2842 32.9 
5.0 70 30.60 856 80 0 8 x 10-6 l.056 866 o.617 0.016 350 l.OOl . 50.S 
o.o 20 ll!-2,82 1•0 4.95 X 10-~ 0.113 53 0.6B7 0.011 281 59 l.lfll-
o.o 40 285.60 136 4.95 X 10-6 o.167 53 0,687 o.ou 273 59 l.31i 
2.J. 90 ll2,3l 435 28 0 3 X 10-6 o.537 303 0.64lf 0 0 014 309 3"6 "14.;,IJ 
o.o 40 285 ,63 131 4.95 X 10-6 0.162 53· 0.687 o.on 264 59 J.31 
6.9 120 37 .16 lll.O ll4 X 10- 6 1.369 1223 0.609 0.01a . 384 J.419 46.2 
o.o 40 319.66 125 4.42 X 10-6 ·o,154 47 0,690 0.011 271 53 J.40 
CX) 
<.n 
1.5% CMC IN TAP WATER 
SAMPLE 23 AT 70°f 
Tum: a 
32Q (dp 
p t.V t i1P 1 . 0 T nD 3 k' y d w Ua 
(pSif) (cc) (sec) ( lbf/ft2 ) (ft 3/sec) ( lbf/ft2 ) (sec- 1) n' ( lbf/ft2 ) ( centipoise) (sec-I) ( cent ipoise) 
23.2 150 35.90 3499 148 X 10-£ 4.315 1582 0.434 0.176 2601 2098 98,5 
o.o 9 355,74 175 0,89 X 10-6 0,216 10 o. 7:i4 o.039 1126 10 996 
18,8 150 56,50 2871 93,8 X 10-6 .3,541 1005 0,463 0.145 2265 1297 131 
0.2 8 231+.91 198 1,20 X 10-G 0,244 13 u.735 0.037 1028 14 831 
2.2 20 182.0l 485 3,88 X 10-6 o.599 42 0,662 o.os1 12D2 47· 611 
3,9 40 189,76 729 7,44 X 10-6 o.899 80 0.621 0.059 1289 92 468 
10.1 80 97.48 1619 29,0 X 10-6 1.997 311 o.536 0.092 1680 378 253 
3.l 20 124.05 610 5 0 69 X 10-6 o.1s3 61 o.638 o.oss 1232 · 70 517 
o.o 8 348.83 164 0.81 X 10-6 0.202 9 0,760 0,039 1134 9 1031 
5.1 40 137.97 897 10.2 X 10-6 1.106 110 0.6.01 0.066 1370 128 4.14 
7.6 90 172.17 1255 18 0 5 X 10-6 1.547 198 o.564 . 0.078 1514 236 314 
6.5 40 99,19 1094 14.2 X 10-6 1.349 153 o.581 0.073 1457 180 358 
13.6 80 57.01 2113 49 0 6 X 10-6 2.605 531 o.502 0.111 1893 663 188 
1.1 8 133.42 313 2.12 X 10-6 0 .• 386 23 0.100 0.043 1114 25 736 
2,7 20 147.48 543 4 0 79 X 10-G 0.670 51 0,649 0.052 1199 58 550 
8.5 80 129 .12 1376 21,9 X 10-6 1.697 235 0.554 0.083 1564 282 288 
SAMPLE 23 AT 122°r 
TUBE 8 
14,5 150 32.45 2242 163 X lQ-0 2.765 1751 o.558 0.043 818 2097 63,l 
o.o 9 122. 59 175 2 0 59 X 10-6 0.21& 28 o.681 0.022 552 31 332 
10.9 150 51.0l 1732 104 X 10-6 2.136 1114 0.571 0.039 761 1322 77,3 
1.9 20 64.42 '>42 11,0 X 10-G o.546 us 0.638 0,026 "567 134 195 
s.o 80 45,87 1316 61.6 X 10-6 1.622 660 0~587 0,036 728 777 100 
3.2 40 74.02 625 19.l X 10-6 0.111 205 0.622 0.028 615 236 157 
6.6 80 61.64 1111 45,8 X 10-G 1.371 ,,91 0.5% · 0.034 705 575 114 
4.3 ,,o "53. 32 779 26 0 5 X 10-G 0.961 284 o.&12 0.030 647 329 140 
.o.o 8 122, 39 160 2,31 X 10-6 0.197 25 0,685 0.022 545 28 342 
1.3 20 97.02 347 7 0 28 X l0- 6 0.427 78 o .us1 0.025 581 89 231 ro 
O> 
1 0 5% CMC IN TAP WATER 
SAMPLE 2 3 AT l32"F 
TUBE 8 
32Q SW p AV t llP1 0 T ,rD3 k' y Ua 
(;,sif!) (cc) (sec) (lbf/ft2 ) ( ft3 /sec} (lbf!ft2) (sec-1 ) n' ( lbf/ft2) ( centipoise) (sec-1) ( centipoise) -·- --- --- -- ---
14.5 150. 27,27 2202 19!1 X 10-6 2.715 2083 o.572 0,034 675 247.3 52.6 
o.o 9· 112,23 144 2,83 X 10-6 0,178 30 0.716 0,015 4ll9 33 255 
5,2 8.0 71,65 890 39,4 X 10-6 l.098 423 0,626 0.025 547 "86 108 
1.i 20 87,79 299 0.os x 10-6 0,369 86 0.681 0;018 438 96 183 
3,1 40 64.92 586 21,8 x· 10-6 0.122 233. 0,6 .. 7 0.021 .. as 265 130 
1.9 20 S5.6C 412 12. 7 X 10-6 o.508 136 o.665 0.019 "62 153 159 
4,1 40 46,73 727 ao.2 x 10-6 0,897 32 .. 0.635 0.023 511 371 116 
.6.6 80 50,42 1083 56,0 X 10-6 1.336 601 o.61" 0.026 563 695 . 92.0 
0,0 9 135.08 134 2,35 X 10-6 o.166 25 0,723 0.016 "32 28 287 
8,6 80 34,58 1365 81, 7 X 10-6 1.684 876 o.601 0.029 598 1021 78.9 · 
12.3 80 19.48 1883 145 X .l0-6 2.322 1555 o.582 0.032 6'17 1835 60,6 
l, 7 20 63,02 373 110 2 X 10-6 ·· 0.459 120 -0,669 0,019 448 135 163 
3,3 1<0 - 62,97 602 22, .. X 10-G o. 742 241 0.646 - 0,022 493 274 130 
s.i+ 40 35,06 901 "40,3 X l0-6 1,112 .. 32 o.626 0,025 548 .. 97 107 
SAMPLE 23 AT l45°F 
TUBE 8 
14,8 200 26,65 2226 265 X 10-6 2,745 28"2 0.593 0.025 504 3329 39.S 
o.o 9 73,88 152 4,30 x 10-6 0,187 46 0,725 0,012 315 51 178 
10,7 150 34,Sl 1669 153 X l0-6 2,058 16 .. 6 0,611 0.022 .. 76 1908 51.7 
0,0 20 182,85 146 3,86 X 10-6 0.180 .. l 0,729 0.-012 325 1'5 190 
5,9 80 43,81 990 64,5 X 10-6 1.221 692 o.639 0,019 424 789 7'<,l 
3,0 40 4'7.57 573 29. 7 X 10-G · 0,'107 318 o.663 O,OlS 367 359 9 ..... 
1,3 20 50,37 328 -14,0 X 10-G 0,405 150 0,687 0.013 322 167 116 
2.2 40 67,37 -456 21 0 0 X 10-G 0,563 225 0.675 0.0.15 355 252 107 
·4,2 80 64,75 741 43,6 X l0- 6 0,9111 468 o.6s1 Cl,017 387 531 82.5 
1.2 15 43,31 309 12,2 X 10-6 0,381 131 0.692 0,013 329 146 125. 
5,2 80 51,l.S -881 55,2 X 10-6 1,086 592 0,6 .... 0.01s 407 674 · 77,l 
o.o B. 78,20 133 3,61 X 10-6 0,16'< 39 0,731 0,011 310 42 185 
B.4 80 26,88 1331 105 X 10-6 l.6'12 1127 0,623 0.021 450 1298 -60.6 
0,2 18 139,36 158 4,56 X 10-6, 0,195 119 0.723- 0,012 315 54 174 
l.l 40 134.93 287 10,5 X 10-6 0,354 112 -0,697 0.013 336 12 .. 136 
4.9 80 57.1,17 830 '<9,2 X 10-6 1,023 527 0.6"7 0,018 .. o, 599 81.8 
2,1 20 39.59 427 17·,8 X 10-6 ci,526 191 0,680 0.015 36 .. 21" .118 
0) 
-..J 
l,_5% CMC IN T>.P !<ATER 
SAMPLE 24 AT 71°F 
. TUBE 5 
320 S,, ov t OP1 0 T ;n! k' y Pa 
(psie.) (cc) (sec:) ( lhtlfl' > ( ft 3 /sec) (lbf/f.t2 ) (sec-1 ) n' . ( lbf/ft2 ) ( centi;,oise) (sec-1) C centipoise) -- -- --- -- ---
151,3 300 32,61 21234 325 X ltr6 13,877 23119 0 .. 3112 o.448 5453 311253 . 19.lt 
127,-5 300 46.33 18171 229 X 10-i ll,876 16272 0,356 o.376 4722 23634 21'.l 
102,2 200 55.ll 14772 128 X 10-6 9,.6511 9120 o.379 o.aori 4000 12850 36,0 
ao. 1 90 4!).51.1 11753 69,.8 X 10-6 7,681 4966 0,.404 -0,.21J7 3422 6799 s.11.1 
61,2 90 86,62 8967 36a 7 X 10-6 5,B6n 26ll 0,.430 0,199 2912 31177 80,7 
50,3 40 s7.oc 7400 24,. 8 X 10-i 4,.836 1761 0.4lt6 o,·173 2612 2308 100 
40,.6 40 91.3? 6005 15,5 X lo-• 3,.924. llOO 0,.465 o.1s1 2380 1 .. 17 133 
30,l 20 87,.,57 4493 8,.07 X 10-(i 2,936 574 0,491 0,130 2154 723 195 
20,2 B n.2s ~067 3,.86 X 10-G 2.oos 274 0,521 0,108 1901 338 284 
20,3 20 185.61 3081 3,.81 X 10-6 2.014 271 0,522 0,108 1919 ·333 290 
15,8 8 117.36 2433 2 ,.41 X 10-6 1,590 171 0,.5110 0.099 1818 208 366 
1-0,6 20 564.59 1683 1.25 X 10-6 1,100 89 0,567 0,086 1681 106 497 
SAMPLI: 24 AT 71°F 
TUBE 8 
3,3 20 152,35 631 4,.611 X 10-6 0,778 49 0,590 0,.078 1584 58 639 
0,0 9 620, 36 155 0,.51 x 10-6 0,192 5 0,.679 0,060 l4B1 6 1495 
1,5 20 354,ll 371 1,.99 X ·10-G O,.IJ57 21 o.-624 0,068 1481 25 <190 
5,1 40 169,51 BBB 8.33 X 10-6 1,095 89 0,566 0,086 1670 106 493 
6,9 BO 214.93 11,,s 13.l X l.0--6 1.li12 141 0.51f8 o.o9" 1.75-11 170 398_ 
10,l BO 110,66 1603 25.5 X 10-6 1,977 274 0,521 0.106 1876 337 281 
12,0 80 82, 72 1873 34.2 X 10-6 2,310 366 0,509 . o.114 1971 454 "243 
15,2 170 117.77 2~28 51.0 X 10-6 2.871 547 0.1193 0..128 2139 687 200 
n. 1 300 100, 89 3248 105 X l0-6 4.006 1126 0.464. o.154 2415 1451 132 
_ SAMPLE ~4 AT 79°F 
TUBE 8 
10.0 BO 86.99 1635 32.5 X 10-6 2,016 348 o.522 0,095 1681 428 225 
5,1 40 13~.13 SJ28 10. 7 X 10-~ 1,14• ll5 o.574 o. ,7s- 1464 135 40'.3 
3,2 20 110,35 653 6.40 X 10-G -o,805 69 0,598 0.064 1332 80 481 
3,2 19 103.68 652 6.47 X 1Q-6 O.BOli 69 o.s9s 0.061' 1322 -81 475 
5.S 40 110,35 982 12.8 X 10-6 l,2ll 137 o.566 0.01s 1451 164 355 
7, 7 80 135,67 1297 20.8 X 10-G 1,599 223 o.Sli3 0,085 1569 270 283 
13,5 BO 49. 75 2127 56.8 x 10-6 2,622 609 o.496 0,109 1829 764 164 
19,5 200 60.30 2977 117 X :to-6 3_,671 1256 0,462 0,136 2J.23 1622 108 
17,0 BO 32,68 2618 86.5 X 10-6 3,228 927 0.476 0,125 2007 1182 191 
2.1 40 .348.41 476 LI.OS x 10-6 0,587 43 0,620 0,057 1231 so 561 
1., 20 260. 72 360 '2• 71 X 10-6 o."4 29 0,639 0,052 ll66 33 .641 
0,0 9 402.97 172 0. 79 K 10-6 0,213 8 0,697 0.011a 1224 9 1085 ' 
29.6 300 37.99 4362 279 X 10-6 5.378 2990 0.1.1,21 o.184 2651 4017 61'.l 
24.S 200 39,09 3660 181 X 10-6 4.513 1938 O.lµf2 0.159 2389 2550 es.a 
o.o B 408.66 157 · 0.69 X 10-G 0.193 7 0.103 0.047 1221 8 1130" 00 
00 
l.5% CMC IN TAP WATER 
SAMPLE 24 AT 85°F 
TUBE 8 
320 (*3 p t;V t t.P1 Q y ~ k' y d w 
(cent~ioise) (psig) ( cc) (sec) ( lbtfft2 ) (ft3/sec) ( .u,f /ft2) ( sec- 1) n' ( .U,f/ft2) . _( cer.tipoise) (sec- 1) --- -
14.5 80 39.09 2239 72.3 X 10-6 2.761 775 0.477 0.116 1867 988 134 
1.1 20 295.8 .. 312 2.39 X 10-6 0.385 26· o.672 0.0 .. 3- 1053 29 641 
19.7 150 38.62 2971· 137 X 10-6 3.663 l47l 0,440 0.148 2211 1939 90 0 5 
2.8 40 235.n 550 5.99 X l0- 6 o.679 6" o.619 o.os1 1117 74 438 
24.0 150 25,31 3562 209 X l0-6 4.392 22'!4 0.416 0.178 2524 3033 69,3 
1. 7 18 202.08 385 3 0 15 X 10-6 o.475 34 0,656 0,047 1106 38 59r 
4.9 40 116.02 845 12.2 X 10- 6 l,042 131 0,579 0,062 1239 154 323 
10,7 80 68.69 1677 41,l X 10-6 2.068 441 0,509 0.093 1608 5"7 181 
7,6 "0 61,87 1230 22.8 X 10-6 1.516 245 0,543 0.011 lal7 296 245 
0,7 10 221.48 236 1,59 X 10-6 0,291 17 0,695 0.04{) 1-025 19 733 
0,9 8 l50 ,08 264 1,88 X 10-G 0,326 20 0·.686 0.041 1033 23 693 
6,7 40 75·,oo 1098 18.6 X 10-6 1.354 199 0,555 0,072 1362 239 271 
3.9 20 87, 72 694 8.05 X 1-0-6 0,856 86 0,602 0.058 1222 101 407 
12. 7 80 51.10 1957 55,3 X 10-6 2,413 593 0,492 0,104 1736 746 155 
5,3 40 108. 77 892 13,{) X 10-6 1.100 139 0,575 0,064 1273 165 319 
3,2 20 116, 81 588 6,05 X 10-6 0.726 65 0,619 0,055 1189 75 464 
SAMPLE 24 AT 87°F 
TUBE 8 
7,4 80 119,47 1258 23,7·x 10-6 l.551 254 o.562 0,069 1332 303 245 
5,0 40 106, 74 911 13, 2 X 10~6 1.123 142 G,599 0,058 1200 166 325 
2,3 20 121,22 521 5,83 X 10-6 0,642 62 0.651 0,043 1008 71 434 
10,8 80 63.29 1742 44,6 X 10-6 2,147 479 0,521 0,086 1524 589 175 
18.8 150 39. 78 2876 133 X 10-6 3.546 1428 0,451 0,134 2047 1862 91,2 
24,5 300 46,11 3658 230 X 10-6 4,510 2464 0,416 0,175 2"88 3328 64.9 
5,2 50 122.63 918 14, 4 X 10-6 1.133 154 0,594 0,057 1170 181 300 
2,4 20 122,31 514 5, 77 X 10-6 0,634 62 0,652 0,0>+3 999 70 433 
14,3 150 72,01 2220 73,6 X 10-6 2,737 789 0,489 0,105 1735 995 132 
30.4 400 39, BS 4425 354 X 10-6 5,456 3801 0.388 0,222 2982 5298 49,3 
7,2 40 62, 73 1185 22.s x 1.0-6 1,461 241 0,565 0,066 1276 288 243 
4,6 20 70,67 723 9,99 X 10-6 0,892 1-07 0,617 0,050 1077 124 345 
10.9 80 62,38 1714 45,3 X 10-6 2,113 486 0,520 0,085 149 ... 598 169 
35,7 400 29,41 5079 480 X 10- 6 6,263 51.51 0,369 o.2ss 3450 7354 40,8 CD 
22,0 150 31,44 3270 168 X 10-6 4.033 1807 0,436 {),153 2272 2391 80,8 lO 
1.5% CMC IN TAP WATER 




p AV .t AP 1 . Q T 11D3 k' y . d w ·µa 
(psig) (cc) . (sec) (lbf/ft2) (ft3 /sec) ( lbf/ft2) (sec-1) n' ( lbf/ft2) ·--(centipoise) (sec- 1 ) ( centipoise) --
101.0 100 19.90 14465 177 X 10-6 9.454 12628 o.407 0.203 2832 17235 26.3 
75.2 50 19.32 10910 9;!. 0 4 X 10-6 7.130 6504 o.427 o.167 2436 8683 39.3 
59.5 50 33. 72 8687 52 0 4 x 10-6 5.677 3726 0.445 o.147 2211 4890 55.6 
50.2 30 28.67 7355 37 0 0 X 10-6 4.807 2630 o.456 0.133 2053 3415 67.4 
-40.l 30 .46.ll 5906 23.0 ~ 10-6 3.860 1635 0.470 0.119 1891 2095 88.2 
29.6 30 85.41 4395 · 12~4 X l0-6 2.873 883 0.490 0.104 1718 1113 124 
19 0 8 20 124.61 29Bli 5 0 67 x 10·-6 l.950 403 0.514 · 0.009 1555 499 187 
15.4 8 78.40 2350 3 0 60 X 10-6 l.536 256 o.520 0.002 1472 314 234 
10.3 B 179.29 1615. 1.50 x 10-6 l.056 i12 o.554 0.077 1463 135 375 
s.s 9 439.99 924 0 0 72 X 10-6 o.604 51 o.578. 0.062 1232 61 476 
142,3 150 14,56 19686 364 X 10"':6 12.866 25889 0.384 0 •. 2·59 3450 36263 17 
. ISHIHARA SAMPLE 8 AT 86°F 
1'UBE 5 
50.3 50 49. 73 7376 35,5 X 10"°6 4.820 2527 0.468 0.123 1949 3244 71.2 40.5 40 62,70 5969 22,-S X 10-6 3.901 1603 0,484 0.110 1799 2031 92,0 30,3 30 84,77 4501 12,5 X 10-6 2,942 889 0,503 0.096 1642 1109 127 25.5 20 77.93 3809 9,06 X 10-6 .2.490 645 o.514 0.009 1558 797 150 20,3 30 175.54 3060 6,04 X io-6 2.000 429 . : 0,528 0,081 1461 525 182 14,8 20 2ll,69 2267 3,34 X 10-6 l.482 237 0,548 0,074 1383 286 248 
10,5 9 167.17 1648 l,90 X 10-6 1,077 135 0,567 0,067 1296 161 320 5,4 9 449,0l 913 o.n x 10-6 o.597 50 0,600 0.051 1183 59 486 32,2 40 82.22 5201 17,8 x 10-6 3.399 1223 o.493 0.102 1707 1537 106 45,5 50 64,15 6680 27,5 x. 10.:.6 4.366 1959 o.477 o.ua 1897 2496 83.7 54.9 5-0 42.28 8024 41,8 ·x 10-6 5.244 2972 0,463 0.130 2030 3835 65.5 76.3 50 21.10 llUti"/ 83,7 X 10""6 7,233 5955 0,439 0,159 2370 7855 44.l ta· 
0 
A P P E N D I X C 
C O M P U T E R P R O G R A M L I S T 
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DONALD CAVID RANDOLPH FORTRAN SOURCE LIST 
ISN SOURCE STATEMENT 












































C CAPILLARY VISCOMETER FOR NON-NEWTONIAN LIQUIDS . 
DiMENSION DELP1Cl00l~VC3,1001,Tll001,Ql1001,DELPTl10Ql,XXXl10Dl~VY 
1v11001,x11001,v11001,TITLEIZ,131,GBllOOOl,IDTllOOl,IV13,1001,DELPH 
ZllOOl,LCl1001,VVl31,XXl31,XITLEl51,TOTY~lOOl,TOTXl1001 .. · 




l DO 2 l•l,1000 
2 GBCll•O.O 
READIS,1001 IITITLEll,Jl,J•l,131,l~l,21,NUM,PGEL,L,D,KZ,IFO~,JFOX~ 
l ILClll,OELPlCll,IVIJ,ll,J•l,21,Tlll,1•1,NUMI- .. . 
· 100 FORMAT 113Ab/l3Ab/12,2Fl0.5,2El4.8,215/C12,3Fl0.2,10X,Fl0.2,28XII 
no· 3 1 =1, s 
3. XITlECll=TITLEll,11 
IFINUM.GT.991 GO TO 300 
.00 l O I., l , NUM 
V13,11 = Vll,11-Vl2,JI 
OELPZ • UELPll11•144.0· 
OELPHIII • l~GEL•ll47.0•L•30.48+~11,Jl+Vl21IIII/ 130.4~•147.0I 
Qlll=IV13,II/Tllll•l5.314E-06 
lFCJFOX.EQ.01 GO TO 5 
DELPTCll=OELP2+UELPHIII 
VYYI I l=OELPTI I I/QC 11 
GO 'fO 6 
5 OELPTIII = DELP2+DELPHIII-Qlll•Ulll•K2 
YYVIII • D•DELPTlll/14.0•LI 
XXXIII = 132.0/13.l415927•D•D•Dll•QIII 
YC 11 = ALOG(YYYI 111 
XIII = ALOGIXXXIIII 
6 IOTlll•DELPTIJl+0.5 
DO 9 J•l,3 
9 IVIJ,ll=VIJ,11+0.5 
10 CCNTINUI: 








IFIJFUX.GT.01 GO TO 20 
WRITE 16,200) IITITLE1'1,Jl,J•l,131,1•1~2),PGEL,L,O,K2 
200 FORMAT(lH1 1 10X 1 13A6/lOX 1 l3A6///l6X,5HP = ,F6.2,8X,5HL = ,F6.3, 
l 8X 1 5tH) = ,1PE10.4 1 8X 1 6HK2 = ,OPEl0.4// 2X,5HPOINT,1X,5HDELTA, 
2 28X 1 5HDELTA 1 3X 1 5HDElT1/ 3X,3HN0.,3X,4HPl11,2~,4HVl11,2X,4HVC21, 
3 2X 1 4HV(31 1 5X,1HT 1 5X 1 4~PIHl 1 4X 1 4HP(Tl 1 8X,lHQ,8X,3HIYl,5X 1 7HNLOGIYI 
4 1 6X 1 3HIXl,6X 1 7HNLOGIXI) 
MlJl"=NUM 
DC 60 K" 1 1 MUM 
WRITE16,40ll LCIKl,DELPllKl,IIVILl,Kl,Ll=l,31,TIKl,DELPHIKl,IDT(KI 
l,QIKl,VVYIKl,VIKl,XXXtKl,XIKI 





DONALD. DAVID RANDOLPH FORTRAN SOURCE LI ST DKNAME 

















































. 60 CONTINUE 
GO TO l 
20 WRITE16,2101 IITITLEll,Jl,J=l,l31,l~l,21 1 PGEL,L 1 D 
210 FORMATllH1,lOX,13A6llOX,l3A6llll6X,5HP ~ ,F6.2, 8X 1 5HL • 1 F6.2, 
l 3X,6HMU = ,lPEl0.4 II 2X,5H~OINT 1 3X 1 5HDELTA, 
2 3BX,5HDFLTA,3X,5HDELTAl3X,3HN0.,4X,4HP(ll,4X,4HV(llt3X,4HVC21, 
3 3X,4~Vl31,7X,lHT,lOX,4HPCHl,4X,4HPITl,8X,lHO,lOX,3H(YII) 
405 Nl•l . . 
MU~=NUM 
IFIMUM.GT.481 MUM•48 
406 WRITE16,4071 ILCIKJ,DELPllKl,IIVILl,Kl,Ll•l,3),T~Kl,DELPH(Kl,IOTIK 
l 1,QIKl,YYYIKI, K=Nl,MUMI 
407 FORMAT(2X,l5 1 0PFB.i,311,Fl0.3 1 Fl2.4,18,Fll.7,Fl2.ll 
IFIMUM.GE.NUMI GO TO 30 












40 DO 50 1•11,12 
XXXl 11 =Q 111 
IFIYYYIII.GE.O.O.ANO. ·XXXIII.GE.0.01 GO TO 49 
NUM=NUM-1 





51 K2= ISXY-ISX•SYIIZUMII ISX2-ISX•SXIIZUMI 
IFIK2.LT.O.I GO TO 70 
Kl• SYIZUM- IK2•1SXIZUMII 
IFIKl.LT.O.I ~OTO 70 
R •118.0•D•Lll122./7.•Kl1•2.09E-051••0.25 
WRITEl6,2301 Kl,R,SX,SXV,K2,SX2,SV 
230 FORMAT(lHO/ 5X 1 5HK1 • El4.8, 7X 1 4HR •, El4.8,QX,9HSUM X t 
l El4.8 1 9X 1 9HSUM XV• El4.8/ 5X,5HK2 =· ,El4 •. 8,34X,~HSUM X2 
2 ,El4.8, 9X,9HSUM V =, El4.81 




00 53 J=l,12 
VVVIJl=YYVIJ+ll 
53 QIJl=QIJ+ll 
GO TO 40 
70 WRITEl6,711 Kl 1 K2 
71 FORMATllHl,5X,5HKl =, El4.6, sx.5HK2 =, El4.6/ 41HO THIS CASE C 
lANNOT BE COMPLETED BECAUSE I 10X,39HONE OF THE ABOVE VALUES BEING 
93 
DONALD DAVID RANDOLPH FORTRAN SOURCE LI ST OKNAME 







2 NEGATIVE. I 
GO TO 1 
300 WRITEl6,3011 
301 FORMATl41Hl THIS CASE CANNOT BE PROCESSED BECAUSE I 27H 
10 ~ANY DATA POINTS.I 
GO TO l 















































$JOB WATFOR DONALD DAVID RANDOLPH 2501-40072 
SIBFTC DKNAME NODECK . . 
DIMENSl~N DIFF(lOOl,PDIFF(lOOI 
DI MENS ION RTI 100 I, S TR (1001,R TLG '100 I, STRLG ( 100 I~ ENP '100 I 
DIMENSION DENOMllOOl~CPRIM(lOOl,FllOOl,FFllOOl,GAM(lCOl,SLG(lOOI 
DIMENSION GAMMAilOOl,SCALllOOl,RLGllOOliRRLG(lOOl,RllOOI 
DIMENSION TRT(lOOl,VMUllOOI . 
100 FORMATl4Fl0.6,141 
101 •oRMATlfl0~5,fl0.21 
200 FORMAT(//3X,5HSHEAR,5X,5HSHEAR,5X,7HN P~IME,3X•7HK PRIME,5X, 
l5HGAMMA 1 3X,5HGAMMA,6X,5HSHEAR,4X,5HOJFF.,4X,7HPERCENT,5X,4HTRUE,3X 
2,SHAPPARENT) . 
201 FORMATC3X 1 6HSTRE~S,4X,4HRATE 1 47X,6HSTRESS,11X,1QHDlFF~RENCE,3X,5HS 
1HEAR,2X,9HVISCOS1TYI 
202 F0RMATl64X,5HCALC.,25X,4HRATE,5X,5H(CPS1I 
203 FORMAT(Fl0.5,Fl0.2,Fl0.5,Fl0.6 1 Fl0,3,Fl0.3,Fl0.5 1 Fl0.6,Fl0.5,Fl0.2 
l,Fl0.21 . . 
201t FORMAT(4Fl0.6,14) 
. 5 READ(5,1001AA,BB 1 CC 1 00 1 N 
DO 1 1•1,N 
READl5,10l)STRlll 1 RT(II 
l CONTINUE 













TRTIII = CC3.0•ENPlll+l.OI/C4.0•ENPlllll•RTIII 
VMUIII = ISTRIJI/TRTllll•47880.0 
1 CONTINUE . 




PDIFFI l l=C IOIFFI I I 1•1100.0I 1/ISTRI I I I 
2 CONTINUE . 
WRITEl6,2001 
WRITE16,2011 
WRITE 16 1 2021 




WRITEl6 1 2041AA,BB,CC,DO,N 
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